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12 Pages; 72 Columns.

All the news that's fit to print.

'EEKLY
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

NEW

HOI KINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRID
AY

APRIL 22 191).1

PROBING THE
IJAPS PLAN TO
BRIAN MURDER
BLOW UP SHIPS.
Examining Trial In Progress In Judge Fow- SeeKing to Aid the Russians In Their Effort
to Destroy Czar's Navy.
ler's Court.--Immense Crowd of Negroes In Attendance.

mosso

11,10eNN_
( From Thursday's Daily.)
being at Bruin's house on New Year's
The examining trial of Laura night and saw him put to bed by his
Brain, Martin Bruin and Rose Gar- wife, his shoes being hid behind a
rott, charged with the murder of bed for the purpose, she said, of
Edmond Bruin, is in progress.
keeping him from stealing away in
On account of the large crowd of the night. A number of witnesses
colored people which gathered to testified ts assisting in the search for
hear the trial it was necessary to the old man that night between one
hold it in the circuit court room.
and three o'clock but finding no trace
The evidence introduced by the Iof him. None of them saw Martin
commonwealth showed the circum- 1Bruin that night but were told he
stances of the finding of the body was in his room asleep. The next
and of its condition, the body being inorning it was shown he ate his
clothed bi usual manner and shoes ibreakfast and went to work on the
neatly tied. They introduced other railroad, although the section boss
witnesses, neighbors of Bruin and told him he had better stay at home
his family, who testified that the and help search for his father.
dead man had been more or less demented since the railroad accident
last fall in which: he lost his right
arm, and that he was never known
to wander farther than the immediate neighborhood. On account of
IS THE REVIVAL MEETINC
his disabled condition witnesses tes-

NEARING THE ENO

tified that his wife had frequently
told them that she had to dress and
undress him. Others had heard Laura Bruin say she was afraid of her
huorband wandering off and also be
had threatened to et= mmit suicide.
Sallie Beacham was one of the
ECIOSt important witnesses introduced
by the prosecution. She testified to
NW'

1.

AT TABERNACLE.

Celery,
Cabbage,
Asparagus,
k New Potatoes,
Etc, Etc.

(VITCoopor
& COMPANY
Wholesale & Retail Grocers.

Red Front Phone116

RUSSIAN BATTLESHIP PETROPAVLOVSK, DEST
ROYED OFF
PORT ARTHUR.
The Russian first class battleship Petropavlovsk. blown up off
Port Arthur, was a
magnificent fighting machine, having a displac
ement
.4
nearly
11,000
tons. She was
heavily armored and carried a most effective battery, including four
12-inch guns. Her
complement was 700 men.
ST PETERSBURG, April 21.—(Cable
grain)—It is reported that a plot
has been discovered for the blowing up
of warship building in Russia. Infernal machines are said to have been
found in the shipbuilding yards near
the cruiser Aimaz and Jeintchug, while
Japanese spies are reported to have
been taken into custody near the the battle
ship Borodino.
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Cracey News.

Gracey, Ky., April 20, 1904.
Margie Atnoss, of Cobb, Ky.,
Mr. John B. Brasher, of Madison- is visiting Mollie Wall this week.
,Though the Rev. Mordecai Ham
Mrs. Gipp Watkins left Monday
ville, is in the city.
has stated from the pulpit that the
Mr. G. W.Sypert, of Madisonville, for Dawson Springs.
ninion revival at the the tabernacle
Adlai Stevenson, Jim Gaines, Le
is in the city.
Was nearing its close, no definite
Mr. H. A. Haynes, of Marion, is in Hill and Col. Wilson went to Cadi:
akinouncernent of the time the serone nigist last week to preaching.
town.
vices will end has been made. Great
Henry Cox went to Bowling Green
Mr. J. M. Robertson, of Bowling
good is being accomplished and every
on business Saturday.
reel., is in the city.
service is pructive
.of gratifying
Trke Gracey baseball club is now
11r. John A. Fisher, of Evansville,
results. Over two hundred places in
ready
to play ball. They have pickis mingling with his HopkiusviLe
all parts of the country have extend- friends.
ed a good nine for the season and say
ed invitations to Mr. Ham to hold
Mr. Moses L. Elb is fishing on they just can't be beat, so "Come on
meetings. Probably no man of his Rough river.
boys" and play ball.
age in America has as remarkable a
Farmers are quite busy planting
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Fletcher and
record in evangelistic work. Only Mr. Eldron
corn
S. Buller have gone to
and making arrangements for
tsirenty-seven years old and having San Francisco.
another crop of tobacco, although I
been in the ministry less than two
Miss Lue Collins left yesterday for understand there will only be a small
years, his success can only be de- Houston, Texas.
crop planted this year.
scribed as wonderful. As a perMrs. Thomas L. Metcalfe is able
The small pox scare is now over
worker among sinners his equal to be up after a severe illness
of sev- and everybody is wondering why the
hale never been seen among the many eral weeks' duration.
the other fellow didn't have it. All
eviangelists who have visited HopMiss Hattie Hale is visiting Miss that is left of the scare
now is a few
kinsville. In addition to the three Maggie Willis, near Pembroke.
very painful arms.
public services held every day, meetMisses Mary Jones, Mary Whipple
The young people still keep up the
inks are also being held in shops and and Bessie Russell went to Nashville
skating every Tuesday and Friday
stclres and wherever it is believed this morning to see Joe Jefferson's
presentation of The Rivals toright. night.
god can be done. The prayer and
The merchants of this place are
Mr. William Bubb and sister, Miss
eximrience meeting every morning
Gertrude, left yesterday on a trip to complaining of dull times. Trade is
at the Christian church is, to Chris, simply at a standstill and there is no
Europe.
;
thins, the most delightful service of
I
Mrs. Polk Candler has returned; chance for relief until some tobacco
the day and inspiring to all who atmoves.
from a visit to Prince6on.
tend. Last night at the tabernacle,
Mining seems to be all the talk
Miss Lucy Hamby has returned to
the after-service was conducted by
aroun
d here now, and I think but
Princeton.
Prof. D. B. Towner and was excelfor the scarcity of money every man,
Mr. Bruno Boise, of Chicago, has
1e4, resulting in the conversion of
arrived in the city to assume his du-'woman and child wculd take stock
&bola twenty persons.
ties as foreman of the Hopkinsvillel in the mine. They will soon begin
Steam Laundry.
sinkii.g a shaft or cross-cutting, and
every
Miss Roberta Luckctt, of
thing leaks now as if in a short
Clarl4s•
vilie, is the guest of Mrs. William H. while money will be
pouring in from
Cummings, Jr.
the product of the mine. This will
Rev. A. F O'Kelly, a talented ! certainly be a God-s
end to the people
young Baptist minister who has been
I of Gracey and vicinity, as every •
Mrs. F. M.Mullen Dies After the pastor
of a circuit;in this county,
has resigned his charge and accepted'I thing has been so dull around here
a Protracted Illness.
a call to Greensboro,Ga., which is for some time. The company seems
very near to his parents'home. He to be having but little trouble in
From Wednesday's Daily.
sellleft Tuesday to ti ter upon his duties. lug stock
in
the
mine,
Pe4s. Martha J. Mullen, wife ef Mr.
and,speaks of
advancing theiprice on stock right
F.*. Mullen, died at her home on
away. The mine they expect to open
Cleieland avenue this morning at
Mrs. Wright's Death.
is only a short distance from the I.
7:30 o'clock. She had been ill fora
year _or longer of consumption, but
Mrs. Virginia T. Wright died this C. railroad, and a spur will be run
from the main line near Buffalo
last night and this morning was morning at the residence of Mr.
T. church to the
mine.
seemingly better but suddenly be- G. Hiller on 14th St. Death was due
,
caniC worse and died about an hour to consumption. She was seventylater. She was fifty-two years ot four years of age. The funeral will
AP

(From Thursday's Daily.)
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Miss

MOUT CHRISTIAN,

U.TANOT

age ;and was a lifelong and devout take place tomorrow at the late resimeniber of the Cumberland Presby- dence at one p. m. o'clock. Interterian church. Besides-her husband, ment at the Brick church burying
Succeeds C. H. Layne as
four children, Misses Maggie, Ben- ground at Sinking Fork.
Asylum Commleslorer.
nie and Martha and Mr. Otho Mullen,
survive her.
Funeral services conducted by Rev.
J. L Wyatt, will be held tomorrow
morning at 9 o'clock at the Cumberland Presbyterian church. Interwill take place in the Fairview
m

ROYAL
Baking Powder
Makes the food more wholesome, and more
nutriticus to both brain and muscle.

Vogel/lies
Beans,
Peas,
Radishes,
Lettuce,
Cucumbers,

VOLUME XXXIV, NO. 28

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

The Mud You Have Always Bought
Bears the
Siairtature of

I have given the Training Table
to the Cornell University for five
years very satisfactorily, and am
certain that much of the success
has depended upon the quality of
articles used. In baking powder,
I use the Royal, for it is undoubtedly the best. I have occasionally
given others a trial, and have demonstrated to my satisfaction that
there is but one always reliable,
always making perfect, delicious
and wholesome food,
The Old
Reliable "Royal."
(Mrs.) Amelia Morey Atkins.
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See Our
New Line of

Buggies,
Surries,
Pheetons,
Driving Wagons,
Etc.,
We have the best top bug=
gy in the country for $37.50
==see it. Guaranteed for one
year.

k YOST & CO
207, S. Main Street.
Harness and Saddlery.

Gov. Beckham has appointed W.
T. Tandy, of this city, to be a commissioner of the Western Kentucky

ge'rn'twttZ
m
M.

,ZNZA

Asylum for the Insane. The appointment is to fill a vacancy caused by
resignation of Commissioner C. H.

House Work Is Hard Work without GOLD

Layne.

DUST.
ii
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y
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QUEEN OF ACTRESSES
Inimpoin AND
PRAISES PE-RU-NA."
1 "
1 "
1"
1
Br

MOTION To miss PA
LACE AT
ARE FILED IN THE LUCAS SUITS. SEOUL FIRED
BY REBELS,

Agreement Cases Are Lef
t Open Pending
Decision of the Louisville
Case.

EMPEROR AND HIS SUITE
In the suits brought by Frank A. kinsv
ille, Bank of Lafayette, and
the
Lucas against six banks of Christian Farm
ESCAPED.
ers and Merchants Bank
of
county for back taxes, a demurrer to Pemb
roke for five years' taxes
each.
the petitions and motion to dismiss Two
years' taxes are alleged
to
be
the cases have been filed by the de- due from
Conflicting Reports Are Rethe Planters Bank before
it
fendants. An agreement was enter- was
ceived About Crand Duke
merged into the Planters
Bank
ed into whereby the cases will be &
Trust company, three year
Cyril.
s' taxes
continued until the case agatnst the bein
g claimed from the latter
corpoBank of Commerce of Louisville is ratio
n. The same is the case
with
finally settled by the Court of Ap the
Pembroke Deposit Bank whic
h
peals. Suits have been brought is now
(Cablegram.)
knowm as the Bank of Pem
against the City Bank, Bank of Hop - brok
PAR
IS, April 15.—Cab;egrams
e.
state that the imperial palace
at
Seoul was destroyed by flire last

IN A SHORT TIME

Notes About Peoplt

FLASH
THE

NEWS
across the world
that it may be
seen by suffering humanity every.
where.

Life Plant

the most marvelous medical discovery the world has ever known, will
quickly and permanently cure
RHEUMATISM, CA FARRH and
all BLOOD DISEASES—It strikes at
the very root ot the disease—by
driving the poison from the blood—
and replacing it with pure rich blood
—DISEASE can not EXIST whoa
the BLOOD is PURE. LIFE PL
makes it so, then nature d
part and disease is soon forgotten
the enjoyment of perfect healtin
h.
Our guarantee is—NO
CUBE NO
PAY.

00 415P eliP
Mrs. Chas. Spach, of Fifth
diiP
St., New
AFP AP
Philadelphia, 0., says:-For
three
I
had
rheumatism in a very severmonths
(From Friday's Daily.)
e form.
My feet were so badly swoll
felt as if I were standingen that they
Miss Esther Whipple, of Nort
on
needles.
h
Could walk only with great
OPERATIONS AT CRACEY Dakota, is visiting
ulip and
severe pain. The pain was diffic
Miss Mary Jones.
so severe as
to give many sleepless hours
Light. I
WILL BEGIN.
was a great sufferer. Could at
Mrs. James E. Cooper, who is
find no revislief until I took LIFE
PLANT. Two
iting her father in Paducah,
bottles cured me.
I cannot say toe
is not
much for it
seriously ill, the notices of her
sickMFG. ONLY BY
In a recent leteer to The Peruna Medi- tion for
ness in the Paducah papers
the nerve centers. Properly diTHE
bein
LIF
gexE PLANT CO.,
cine Co., Miss stuns Marlowe of New gested
Big
Mining Company De- aggerated. I
food furnishes these reservoirs of
CANTON, 0.
'York City, has he following to say of life with
vitality which leads to strong,
lighted With Prospects—
Peruna:
steady nerves, and thus,nourishes life.
Sciatic Rheumatism Cured.
am glad to write my endorse- Peruna is in great favo amon
Marion Co's. Leases.
r
g woment of the great remedy,Peruna, men, especially those who have
"I have been subject to sciat
vocsic
as a nerve tonic. I do so most tions that are trying to the nerveless sysrheumatism for years," says E.
H.
tem. Peruna furnishes the lasting inheartily."---Julia Marlowe.
Waldron, of Wilton Junction, Iowa
.
The Gracey Mining Co., which was 'My joints were
Nervousness ia very common among vigoration for the nerves that such peostiff
and
gave
Me
women. This condition is due to anemic ple so much need. Thousands of testi- organized a few days ago, will prob- much pain and disc
omfort. My joints
nerve centers. The nerve cersters are monials from women in all parts of
woul
d
crac
k
ably
when
begi
I
oper
n
atio
straightened up.
ns in a few dap.
the reservoirs of nervous vitality. These the United States are being received
I
used
Cham
berl
ain'
s Pain Balm and
They have had an expert to go
centers become bloodless for want of every year. Such unsolicited evidence
have been thoroughly cured. Hav
proper nutrition. This is especially true surely proves that Peruna is without an over their leases, most of whic
e
h are not had a pain or ache
from the old
In the spring seisson. Every spring a equal as a nerve tonic and a vital inin Trigg county, lying along Muddy trouble for man
host of invalids are produced as the di- vigorator.
y mouths. It is cerEMPEROR OF KOREA.
Fork
in the northeast part of the tainly a most wonderful liniment.'
Buy a bottle of Peruna today.
rect result of weak nerves.
"
night.
This could be easily obviated by the If you do not receive all the bene- county, says the Cadiz Record. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
%se of Peruna. Peruna strikes at the fits from Peruna that you
-41111••••••••
The Emperor and his suite escaped.
ex- They have a lease on eighteen acres
isitif„Ar
•
root of the difficulty by correcting the pected, write to Dr.
Hartman, Co- belongin
The
fire is said to have been the
New Monument Firm.
g to Mr. Cox, lying near
dligestiott. Digeseion turnisnes nutri- lumbus, Ohio
.
work of rebe:s.
Buffalo church and within three
$10,000 forfeit if we cannot produc
e the original hundred yards
Mr. Lucian H.Davis has purchased
letter and signature of above testim
of the I. C. railroad.
onial which well Within a very
GRAND DUKE CYRIL.
short while they will an Interest in the monument stock of
demonstrates its full gvnilinenecs.
(Cablegram.)
Cannot enjoy or appreciate good
sink a shaft on this land, where they Mr. W. H. Shanklin, and the new
tocid
and often interferes with the
enjoySt. PETERSBURG,April 15.-One men
firm of Shank lin & Davis will mov
will do their first mining.
t of others. Yet the cause of the
e
A committee composed of Jack the stock of monuments to the ware- report received here today states trouble may be only some small cavities. These bein
Wall and one of the Stowes was sent house property of Mr. Davie opposite ttiat the Grand Duke Cyril was will be as sound g filled the teetts
as ever. Filling hate
to Marion, and after some investiga- the Crescent Milling company's drowned when the Petropovlovsk been made a special study with us.
methods and the quality
was blown up. Another report says Our
the",
tion they feel sure that their pros- office, on 7th and Railroad streets.
gold or other material used of
imam
*
A crew of men are now engaged in he was saved by clinging to wreck- success in every case. We make nc
pects for mining fluor spar, lead and
char
ge for examinations.
fitting up the new quarters, and the age.
zinc are fine.
A
Good Set
stock will be moved early next week.
•
J. T. Wall, of Hopkinsville, is presThe new quarters will be very
of Teeth.....
A Cure for Headache.
Vice Admiral Skrydloflt Appointed by the Czar to Suc
ident of the company; Gip Watkins, much larger than
ceed
the old stand, and
Any man, woman or child sufferTeeth extracted free when new
vice-president; Dr. Medley, secre- will be fitted up with all modern con- ing
the Late Admiral Makaroff
from headache, biliousness or a ones are ordered.
tary; Dr. D. E. Bell, treasurer; B. J. veiences in the way of overhead dull, drowsy feeling should take one 1/..
•
•I
or two of DeWitt's Little Early RisWall, mine superintendent. Among hoists, and other machinery necessa- ers, nigh
t and morning. These famry for the successful handling of the
ous little pills are famous because
the other stockholders are H. T.
monument business. The stock will they are a toni
c as well as a pill.
Watkins, Mrs. Mary Wall, of Gra- be largely increase
d and the business While they cleanse the system they
cey ; two of the Stowe brothers, of pushed as it has never been pushed strengthen and rebuild it by their
tonic effect upon tne liver and bownear Julien; Capt. T. S. Shaw,of Ca- in Hopkinsville.
els. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Mr. Davis is:one of the city's most
diz, and John McGehee, of Clarksprogressive business men and Mr.
ville.
A Card.
Shanklin has had long experience as
We are also informed that a Ma- a monument make
r.
Editor of New Era:
rion company, which owns a number
les ww.
Summers Building, next to Court
Plea
of leases in the same neighborhood,
se
permit me through your col- House, Honkinsville,By. Tel. 188-8
Robbed the Crave.
umn
s
to
Wilt shortly begin operations near
expr
ess my deep gratitude to
A startling incident,is narrated by
John Oliver of Philadelphia, as fol- the many friends and to the asylum
Buffalo.
Illinois
lows: "1 was in an awful condition. officials and empl
oyes for their many
Central
My skin was :almost yellow, eyes
NOTHINC EQUAL
acts of kindness and sympathy in
Railroad
stinker, tongue coated, pain continually in back and sides, no appetite, connection with the death and funerTo Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and growing waeker day by day.
Three al of my beloved husband, George
•••••••.,
•
physicians had given me up. Then I Sims, and for kindness extended
Diarrhoea Remedy for Bowel
me.
-• 41"'
was
advised to use Electric Bitters;
Complaints In Children.
Respectfully,
Effective Sunday, April 3rd.
to my great joy. the first bottle made
"We have used Chamberlain's Col
Mrs. Julia Sims.
a decided improvement. I continued
NO. 338, DAILY.
ic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Leaves Hopkinsville
their use for three weeks, and am
6.4e a ir
in our family for years," says Mrs. J.
Arrives Priricetou ,
Rushville, Ind.
7.
40 a m
B. Cooke, of Nederlands, Texas. now a well man. I know they rob
"
Paducah
Messrs. Ely Bros:—I have been a
9.26
a m
•
•
"We have given it to all of our chil- bed the grave of another victim." No
Cairo
2711
:35
grea
am
t
suffe
rer
from
cata
rrh
and
one
hay
shou
ld fail to try them. Only
dren. We have used other medicines
Arrives St. Louis
p
m6:1'
60 cents, guarauteed, at L. L. Elgin's fever and tried many things, but
VICE A.DMIRAL SHRYDLOFF, THE "BULLD
OG OF THE RUS- for the same purpose, but never
Arrives Chicago ....
..10:
foun
50
foun
d
anyt
p t.
d
niug
DO
and
perm
to
Cook
equa
anen
Cham
&
l
t
Higg
relie
berins' drug stores.
f until I
SIAN NAVY."
lain's. If you will use it as directed
.-----mille•••411111••••••••
•••-•-•—•
found it in Ely's Cream Balm about
Vioe Admiral Skredloff, the "bulldog of the Russian navy," now
NO.334, DAILY
it will always cure." For sale by L.
the Russian naval forties in the east, is regarded in Russia as a wonde on has way to join
eight years ago, and we have been Leaves Hopkinsville
rful
sea
fighte
r.
He
12:45 a
Elgi
L.
n.
has for several years been in oornmand of the Black Sea fleet
Arrives Princeton
and is a great favorite at St.
fast friends eve: since.
Petersburg. Of aotael fighting he has done very
1:56 r
z•-•-*
little.
"
Henderson.
6:00
(Rev.) R. M. Bentley.
Crandfather Dead.
"
Evansville.
6:46
Messrs. Ely Bros:—Find enclosed Leaves Princeton
(Special to New Era)
(Cablegram.)
the Russian topedo boat destroyer
... 2:06
60 cent., tor which please send me Arrives Louisville
The Rev. H. C. Beckett has been
ST. PETERSBURG, April 15.— Bezstrashni was sunk by the Japa
7:00 p m
FRANKFORT, Ky., Apr. 16—The
nyour Cream Balm. I find your rem- Leaves Princeton.
2•38 pm
informed of the death of his grand- court of appeals hold
The Emperor's choice of a successor ese fleet at Port Arthur;
Arrives Paducah.
s that national edy the quickest and most
that her
4.15 pm
perm
aArrives Memp
father, the Rev. A. R. Beckett, at bank stock can be asse
to the late Vice Adiniral Makaroff as crew was lost, and that the
10:50 pm
ssed for coun- nent cure for cold in the head ca Arrives New his.
battle0?lesus
10:00 a m
tarr
h,
commander-in-chief of the Russian ship Pobieda struck a
etc.
his
Your
hom
s
e
trul
in
Ocon
y,
Dell
ee,
Ill. The de- ty purposes, provided the five years
Potter.
mine while
Gen. Mgr. Arizona Gold Mining Co.
ceased was eighty-two years old.
naval forces in the Far East has fal- maneuvering and was dama
NO $40 DAILY
limit has not expired before the suit
ged, but
Leav
es
Hopk
insville
len upon Vice Admiral Skrydloff, was able to return to the
4:30 p m
is brought.
harbor. It Bes
Arrives Princeton..
Sha
kd
Int
You
610 p m
o
r
Cou
t
Sho
Med
gh
es
icine For
wham he appointed, telegraphing is generally believed
that the deAllen's Foot-Ease. It rests the feet. Leaves Princeton
Children.
am
Arrives Louisville...... ....2:57
him to go direct from Sebastopol, struction of the Petr
Gre
Sen
A
at
sat
ion
7:50 a m
.
Cure
s
Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing
opavlovsk was
When you buy a cough medicine
Leaves Princeton
There was a big sensation in Lees- Nails, Swollen and Sweating
2.85 a m
where he is in command of the Black caused by a mine, but
Feet Arrives Memphis
the Japanese for small children you want one in
820
am
whic
h
ville
you
Ind.
can
plac
,
when
W.
e
expl
H.
icit confiBrown of At all druggists and shoe stores, 25c.
"
Sea squadron, to Pert Arthur and forces are claiming that
New Orleans
7.55 p m
the vessel dence. You want ene that not only that place, who was expe
cted to die, .Ask today.
116-4
I was torpedoed by one of their torpedo relieves but cures. You want
assume the command there.
one had his life saved by Dr. King's
•
New
Next to Vice Adlniral Makaroff,! boats. Requiem mass for the vic- that is unquestionably harmless. Discover for Discover
No 341 daily
opkinsville 9:40a m
y
y.
You
He
want
writ
one
Amo
es:
that is pleasant to take
mmimalimmuom No 333 daily ar.H
tims of the Petropavlovsk was held
arrives " 3:60 p m
Vice Admiral Skrydlloff is the roost
Cham
berl
insu
ain'
endu
ffer
Coug
"I
s
red
equa
able
Noth
Rem
h
lled
agon
ever
ing
edy
ies
i
has
meets
from
No 881 daily, arrives "
yesterdey in this city.
10:25 p
all of these conditions. There is Asthma, but your New Discovery
popular man of thi; generation in
Nothing can ever surpass it.
F. W. Herlow, D. P. A.,
nothing so good for the coughs and gave me immediate relie
=
f
Louisville, Ky. E. M,Sher
the Russian navy. He is considered Serious Stomac
wood,
h Trouble colds incident to childhood. I t is thereafter effected comp and soon
a
lete
Agt., Hopkinsville
cure
."
also
a certain preventative and cure
a very able sailor and strategist, but
Cured.
for croup, and there is no danger Similar cures of Consumption, PneuI was troubled with a distress
the tools at his dispcoal will be few
in whatever from whoo
Om Pm*,WANA
pingcough when monia, Bronchitis and Grip are nuin comparison wit4 those in the my stomach, sour stomach and vom- it is given. It has
Owe ittr hispealase. LINO
been used in many merous. It's the peerless remedy
iting spells, and can truthfully say
of
Mamboed, ONDImet
epidemics of that
hands of the enemy, and it is feared
Emamons,
that Chamberlain's Stomach and pect success. For disease with per- for all throat and lung troubles.
sale by L. L. El- Price 50c and $1.00. Guaranteed by
5.fDl
he will be unable j to accomplish Liver Tablets cured me.—
For Co
reter":77,
Mrs. T. V. gin.
glcPrica
Si-SI
L. L. Elgin and Cook & Higgins,
v
D
arab* gioa mufti), VIor—
much.
Laingsburg, Mich. These
Druggists. Trial bottles free.
cal Man. Mee 51.04
IIIII
CD rt X
Sem, $5.00.
tabl
ets
Perf
are
A
ect
guar
For
Thro
All
and
ante
at
ed to cure every
---"*•••"411110"••11110•----"
It has been officially announced by
41
The Kted You Han Ahem Beighl
•4
Ø&Direedene Mabel
•
case of stomach trouble of this char- Been**
Cure
Lun
Trou
:
g
bles
.
eimIes. Address
Kod
ol
the authorities at St. Petersburg that acter. For sale by L. L.
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Tried Outside of
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biliousness, loss of appcitile.
Your doctor knows the
remedy, used for 60 yealrs. t

GOOD WOMEN GONE

Is jffl

Sunday
School
Lesson

Text, LuKe x,
1-16; Golden Text
LuKe x, 2.

MRS. T. H. ELLIOTT DIES
AT LAFAYETTE.

Cammentary.
prepared by Rev.
D. M.Stearns.

Mother of Capt. J. Sol Fritz
Dies at Daughter's
,
Home.
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to be too busy seeking earthly fame Let me illustrate my thought My man of selfish ambition and the man selling.
goal. Jephthah had two objects in
A nice farm of 111 acres of land, SO acres in timber, good 5 room dwelling,
and temporal success to care for their father, in an address on the "Bright of sin. The daughter represents, in a
reaching this goal of his ambition. The
outhouses,
stable. tobacco barn; within Smiles of Hopkinsville, fine truck
Side
of
Things,"
began
in
this
humble
wise:
sense,
the
type
of
Jesus,
as
she
own flesh and blood. Said a prominent
farm.
first was to wipe out the stigma on the
"This
world
always
appears
to
died
man
for
sin
in
which
she was not a
English judge to a young man standA fine productive farm of 136 acres in one of the best
record of his birth. Like Alexandre
ing in the felon's dock, "Do you re- In exactly the same colors as are the participant The one character signi- in Christian county, about five miles from Hopkinsville and neighborhoods
quarter mile
Dumas, he could never mention the
colored glasses through which he looks. fies eternal disgrace. The other charmember your father?" "Perfectly,"
name of his mother without bringing
If he uses green glasses, it is a stupid acter represents a daughter's sacrifi- of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn and
said the youth. "Whenever I entered
large stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine orchard and about 20 acres
a blush of sbame to his cheek. Second- his
presence he would say:'Run away, world; if red glasses, a martial world; cial blood flowing to wipe out that dis- In timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
ly, Jephthati wanted to drive out the In.
A splendid farm of 800 acres in one of the best sections of Southern
run, my lad, and don't trouble me. I if yellow glasses, a jaundiced world; grace. "Upon the gloom of Jephthah's
vading Ammonitish hosts who were
must write now; I must write.'" Who but if crystal glasses, the same bright painful history an ethereal brightness Kentucky; fine red clay foundation. It has on it a good comfortable dwelthreatening to destroy his people. So
was that father? "He was the great glorious world in which the birds sing shines. What can be more beautiful," ling house, cistern, ice house,8 cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with capacity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young
the night before the great battle openlawyer," said Dr. Potter, "who was and the brooks gurgle, and the young once said Dr. Wiseman,"more wonder railroad and Smiles from depot on orchard; in one mile of depot on one
another. Good schools' and churches
ed General Jephthah in his military
people
and
the
old
people
love;
the
ful,
than
this
pure
and
lovely
maid,
the author of the famous work on
convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold at a bargain.
tent made a pledge something like this: 'The
same
bright
glorious
world
as
God
brought
up
among
bandits
far
and
Law of Trusts,' and his only
"0 God, if tomorrow thou wilt only son in
A fine farm of 400 acres within one buildings. All In excellent repair.
due time furnished a practical made it." "What, again," you ask, "is from the tabernacle of God, thus freely
mile of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five Price and terms reasonable.
give me success, if thou wilt allow me commentary
the
meaning
of
this?"
Why,
simply
offering
herself
as
a
thank
offering
for
on the way in which his
acres in fine timber. This farm is
to atone for the awful record of my
Good residence on corner of Main
father had discharged the most sacred that if you are dishonest in your ac- the victories of Israel? And who can well fenced with hedge and wire and
birth by being a deliverer of my people of
tions,
you
will
think
all
other
people
fail to see in the story of the meek and
and
1st streets, fronting 60 feet on
all trusts committed to him in the
from these invading herds of cut' person of his
are dishonest; if you are mean, you self sacrificing maiden a marvelous divided into five shifts, on each of Main by 200 feet deep. House has six
own child."
%
which
is
never
plenty
water.
of
failing
roats, I promise thee that whatsoever
will think others are mean. If you and mysterious adumbration of a bet- This
rer"Ed, where is your mother?" r once
is one of the finest farms in the re Ornii, good cistern,stable and ne(QIneth forth of the doors of my house asked
cessary out-buildings. For sale.
a young school friend when din- are deceitful, you will be looking only ter sacrifice of another soul of an only best farming section of Kentucky,
to meet me when I return in peace ing
for
bad
motives
in
others.
But
if
you
Twogood resid ence lots on Main
perfectly
adapted
well
free
to
corn
and
tobacco
wheat,
voluntary,
child,
and
in the home of his mother. "Oh,
from the children of Ammon shall mother
are
pure
St.
in Hopkinsville, well located.
and
good,
and
true
and
and
lovall
of
kinds
grasses.
is
There
of
virgin
holiness
heavenly
and
purity,
is not here to dinner today.
The
only vacant lots on West side of
surely be the Lord's, and I will offer it Mother
no
ing,
farm
you
stock
better
in
will
the
county.
intuitively
begin
to
seek
the sacrifice of Christ, who gave his
is very seldom at home. She
Main
St. for sale at a low brice
Improvements
first
class
perand
in
up for a burnt offering."
only
what
good
and
is
true
and
loving
spotless soul to death for our sakes."
is always off addressing those religious
repair,
teat
fine
two-story
frame
,Elegant
lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ayeHardly had the roar and din of battle
In
others.
Therefore,
my
brother,
when
In this sweet story of the lovely maidmeetings." Do you wonder that in
dwelling with -hine rooms, veranda nue. Good home with 4 large rooms
ceased when the messengers on swift- this
the
dishonest
man
seeks
temporal
en
dying
for her father's sins can you in front and porches in rear, four 2
answer I read the future doom of
porches, cistern outbuildings,:shade
est of horses sped everywhere. They that
son? Do you wonder that that success at the expense of Christian in- not, 0 man, learn the lesson of how frame tenant houses, two large new and fruit trees, Price $1,400.
rode as fast as Paul Revere galloped boy
turned out badly? What right had tegrity he is always doing it at the Christ died that you might live? Will tobacco barns, two graineries with
An elegant farm of 115 acres of
toward Lexington and Concord to that
mother to attend any series of expense of his respect for his neigh- you not accept that divine sacrifice as capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat, land, on good public road, in one of
arouse the minutemen to rise and meetings
bors.
As
man.
a
bad
he
always
feels
large stables, cow houses, tool house, the best neighborhoods
an atonement for your sins?
which would compel her to
resist the invasion of the British sol- systematically
carriage and ice house, two large cis- Christian, convenient to in South
neglect the spiritual as though he was surrounded by bad
Renounce Sin.
postoffice,
terns, in fact an ideal farm with
I
diers, as fast as Nathan Mayer Roths- training
df her offspring by tier own men; while, on the other hand, if a
The human and divine sacrifices of a beautiful lawn of four acres in front schools and churches, in a high state
child rode to reach London the night fireside? No
temporal success of life true man absolutely refuses to win life! Who can overlook them? We of house. One of the most desirable of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
temporal success, unless he himself
after Wellington's triumph at Water- should be allowed to
demand for its
glory in the fact when a hero phys- farms in the state, in one of the best and hail,one largeltobacco barn,good
stables and cow house,
loo. Everywhere the hard riding cou- altars the sacrifice
remains good and true and pure, he is ically
of a man's children,
dies to physically save mankind. neighborhoods,convenient to schools 2 new cabins, smokebuggy house,
riers shouted the news to an exulting, the sacrifice
house, hen
always
in
his
rich
associates.
earthly
of a mother's home.
When Dr. Robert Koch, the noted dis- churches and good market. The house, new wire fence, nice young
Why? Because a good man always
people: "The land is free! The land is
coverer of the bacilli of tuberculosis, land in first-class condition. Will orchard, grapes, rasp-berries and
Christian Integrity.
feels that he is surrounded by good
free! The land is free! Jephthah has
advocated
the idea that the tuberculo- be sold on easy terms to suit pur- strawberries,plenty of water, very,
For temporal success, no matter how neighbors.
, won! Jephthah has won!"
desirable, will be sold cheap and on
sis
of
cattle
was not infectious for man, chaser.
great, God would never have us deThe Price Toe High.
A Foolish Pledge.
tract,
acres
400
612
in
in
cultiacres
terms.
easy
and
a
young
bacteriologist,
to prove
stroy our Christian integrity. He
vation, ground lies very level and is
It must be an awful sensation for a that theory false,
When the Roman generals came
Some beautiful vacant lots on Walinoculated himself a very rich soil.
would never have us mix an alloy in
man who has sacrificed his Christian with the cattle
back from their conquests, they were
nut street.
tuberculosis germ and
with the pure gold of Christian charProduced last year 76 bu. corn per
integrity to feel that he always has to died as a result
given a triumphant entry into the
400 acres of desirable farming land
of the inoculation, we sore, 24 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000
acter in order to make it harder and
"capital of the seven hills." No more
in Montgomery county, Tenn, heavilive in the "City of Dishonesty," upon said: "That is
glorious, that is grand! to 1200 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
to give it a louder ring. He would nevly timbered, 10 miles from Howell,
the "Boulevard of Deceit." It must be That young man
enthusiastic ovation was ever awarded
There are 226 acres of this farm in Ky. price $7.00 per acre.
died in order that we
er say th us, "Oh, child of God, you
an awful thing to feel that every per- might physically
to the military chieftains of the Caelive. He died in order red clover.
can tell just one big lie or commit one
Fine farm of 282 acres in. neighson who comes in touch with you is to prove the
sars than that which now welcomed
This place has a fine 10 room resi- borhood of Howell, Ky., at a great
necessity
of our guarding
big sin if by that means you can w:i
prompted to seek your friendship with against the
the liberator of the Israelitish people.
tuberculosis of the dumb dence, large barns,good pond, 7 good bargain,
a great earthly success, and then you
a sinister desire. I once read of a brute." But
The maidens came forth to dance be6 tenant houses, plenty of
Very desirable suburban
this young maiden of my cisterns,
will be ready to reconsecrate your
negro labor, is well fenced and locat- house two stories, 8 rooms,residence
heartrending scene. During the bom- text did more
fore him, and to strew flowers in his
new and
than to die in order that ed on good public road, in Montgon3whole life to me." And yet there are
way, and to sing their sweetest songs,
bardment of Charleston, S. C., a young her father might
many men and women who believe that
live. I can imagine ery County, Tenn., 7 miles north of in good repair, about 7 acres of land,
as the school children welcomed Lafagirl in one of the principal mansions that in the crude
outside the city limits on one of
In the sight of God and man a great
belief of those days Clarksville and 5 miles from nearest just
the best street.
yette on his last journey through our
of that fair city of the south was stand- It may have been
temporal success in one way may atone
held that the man station.
A nice residence at Casky, Ky.
oavn land. Such music and songs and for
ing with her soldier lover before the who failed to
This place can be bought for only lot of 10 acres, six room cottage and
fulfill his deliberate vow
the illegitimate and dishonest
flowers as afterward welcomed King
marriage altar. Just as the chaplain would perish
eternally. It may have $45.00 per acre, $10,000.00 cash and two room office in yard • good
means by which that success is won.
Saul after the destruction of the Philwas about to pronounce the twain one, been that
Jephthah's daughter yielded balance on very easy terms, with 8 servants house, large good ice house,
To them the cloven foot of Satan may
there sounded a ringing of a shell. It her
istines were surging over General
large stable and carriage house and
life to avert that dreadful fate per cent. interest,
be allowed to stand in the front rank
burst into the room, and the young
Jephthah I.n great tidal waves of bar- of
Trice farm or 142 acres within all necessary out buildings; splendid
the world's honored ones if it be
from her father. If so, how heroic
1:001110US sound or surrounding him .
only covered with the shining kid of a bride dropped dead at the feet of her was her sacrifice! How he must have 3 miles of Hopkinsville,on good pub- ! shade and fruit trees, never failing
lic road. Good dwelling, tobacco I
lover. Oh, that death was horrible, loved
with huge floral rainbows, dyed in the patent leather shoe.
good cistern; convenient to deher for doing so, while he be- barn, stable, outbuildings and plenty well,school
pot,
and church; 5 miles from
terrific!
"richest of colors, with this one excepThat
was
a
tragedy.
But
the
"Who is that gentleman riding down
wailed the rash vow that had made it of timber and water. Desirable place Hopkinsville with good pike
nearly
tion—General Jephthah had no taunt-; the street?" I ask. sOh,"
scene of horror which met the young
he answers,
necessary! Have we no love for Christ, will be sold cheap.
the whole distance. Splendid locatbridegroom's eyes that night is not so
ing name of a shepherd boy to imbit- "that is one of the most influential
whose death was rendered necessary
and horrible to
One of the most desirable residen- ion for a doctor.
me as must be the taunting- by
ter him with jealousy. But as the respected men in our town. He is
our transgressions? He who died ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 feet "Valuable store room on Main
not
Israelitish liberator comes nearer to only at the head of all reformatory ly agonizing feelings of a bad man who to save
House
feet
street. One of the best business loca
us from the penalty of our sin front
his house we see a great commotion.: movements, but he is one of the pil- thinks that every marriage altar is asks us for
rees, good tiona in the city.
fruiteeP
and
shade268
by
beautiful
our
grateful
love.
Can
we
Suddenly this mighty leader stops andi lars of Rev. Dr. So-and-so's church." built upon the hard rock of selfishness, withhold
necessary out I Nice cottage on corner of Brows
it? Let us ever hate and re- cistern, stable and all
that all friendly greetings are merely
excellent repair. and Broad streets, 7 rooms, good out.
in
buildings.
staggers like a drunken man, for ; "How did
All
nounce the sin which he died to wipe
he make his money?"
Price and terms reasonable.
the fawning words uttered by hypocbuildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
there, coming out of his house, Jeph- "Well," he answers, and with that
away, and let us give to him our
he
on reasonable terms.
from
every
miles
that
one
risy,
beautiful
daughter,
land
with
his
fine
1%
whom
sees
his
that'
of
we
acres
50
looks around to see no one is within
heart's adoration and consecrate our Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good! Residence,5 rooms, stable,
carriwalk is trying to overreach us as we
only child, stepping forth to greet him, hearing distance, "there is a dark
lives to his service.
stospring and barn, fenced and has 20 age house and all necessary outbuildare trying to overreach him. God pity
and by the terms of his vow she must ry connected
with his life. People do
We, too, with him are dead
acres of timber. Very desirable ings good cistern and ore:I:m:18e.
the man who has lost his Christian inbe the sacrifice for his great conquest say he got
And shall with him arise
his start by dishonest
acres of land adjoining South Kenproperty.
tegrity! God pity the man who feels
This pledge which Jephthah made to means.
The cross on which he hung his head
tucky College, $1,500. W
He is said to have been once
sell this
farm
130
2
Good
acres,
miles
of
Shall waft us to the skies.
he has to live upon the "Street of Self
God was a very foolish one. God did a very
place
at
low
price
.and
on
easy
poor young man and a clerk in
terms
Bennetstown
from
Ky.
Good
house
(Copyright, 1904, by Louis Klopsch.)
not want General Jephthah to slay his
Love" and to associate entirely with
his uncle's office. This uncle was the
3 rooms, tenant house, good well,
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in X
daughter; neither does he want us to
neighbors who belong to the great famlarge tobacco barn, good frame sta- , mile of mill, post office and church.
owner of some very valuable coke
The Two Washington..
make the foolish sacrifices some of us
ily
of "Hard Hearts."
ble 28x30 feet,40 acres in fine timber, Splendid house of ten rooms, large
lands. This uncle was a director in
are willing to make in order to win
Senator Foster has a constituent, Mr. good level land and a desirable farm stable, 7 cabins for hands, 3 large
bought
success,
temporal
again
But
t
is
one of our large private banks and
temporal success in life. Therefore I
had his name, with six or seven other at too high a price when the desire for Samuel Hill of Seattle, who tells an convenient to schools and churches !tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
shall try in this sermon to catalogue
anecdote of how some people in this and on good road.
'good orchard. Farm in good condidirectors, upon notes aggregating some one earthly goal obliterates all the temreal-Ition and very productive. Will be
some of the foolish sacrifices some of
country distinguish between Washingspiritual
blessings
and
poral
with
most
of
the
Coe
desirable
millions of dollars in value. The bank
us make upon the altar of fortune
ton that is a state of the Union and deuces on S. Virginia St., corner lot, sold at a bargain.
failed. These directors were responsi- which we are surrounded. It is bought
88 feet front by 286 feet deep. House; Large two-story house and two
and to protest against them.
ble for the notes. In order to liqui- at too high a price when a man, to Washington that is the federal capital. with beautiful shade and fruit
trees acres
"When
I
was
The Parents' Duty.
speaking
end,
that
is
to
gain
willing
sacrifice
at
iA
to
time
one
of ground fronting on first
date those notes that uncle would have
First, God would never have us, like had to
everything else he has on earth, and, an association of farmers in the state good cistern and all necessary out- street and running back to the river.
hand over most of his property.
Jephthah, destroy the spiritual and What
end, may lose the prize for of Washington," said Mr. Hill, "an old
did he do? In order to escape in the
man came forward and said:
physical and temporal lives of our these
which
has struggled.
he
legitimate obligations he placed
"'Young man, where do you live?'
children. He would never have us so his coke
imagine
Jephthah
brooded
can
how
I
property in the hands of his
"'I live in Washington, sir,' was my
engrossed in our work that we would nephew and
evil
chapter
the
his
over
of
father's
then went into court and
reply.
neglect our own "flesh and blood," and swore he was
which
life
mother's
gave
him
birth:
and
House Work is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.
penniless. After he had
"'Which Washington,' be asked, 'tax
care not how our boys and girls might perjured himself thus
imagine how he wanted to wipe
this uncle went I can
out that stain, especially to wipe it out eatipt Washington or tax xayin' Washtorn out He would not have the mixt- to his nephew and said, 'Now, my
boy,
"Lift.
among a people that kept the records in
liter or the Is or or the merchant or deed me back my coke
Post.
lands."Oh. no.'
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JUST FOR THE FANS.

USER IS SECRET TORONTO IS

VISITED BY A
GREAT FIRE

Burt Taffe, of Mt. Cams', Ind., a
catcher highly recommended by

"King" Brockett, and Jack Kiler, TO THE DIVORCE SUIT
ACAINST COI/. TAYLOR.
a imidget outfielder, of Evansville,
have been signed by the Hopkinsville management.
The baseball promoters are out
with subscription papers and stock is
being subscribed for rapidly.

WRONG IMPRESSION

(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Mr. Garner Dalton has returned to
Frankfort. His wife, who a,
..,companied him here, will remain to visCommis- it relatives.

Is Corrected by
sioner Ware.

Mr. and Mrs. William E. Graves
have returned from Ohio.

He Enters, a Complete De- Five Million Dollars the Estimated
Loss as a
Mr. F. K. Jones went to Hopkinsnial--Two Sets of Chi,Allowance Under Age Order vine today to remain all
Result of Fire in the Wholesale Disweek On
busin
ess.—
dren.
Owens
boro
Inquire.
Not in Addition to
trict of the Canadian

City.

Pensions.

Mr. A. L. Mobley and wife have
moved to Hopkinsville, where he
has secured a position with T. C.
railroad.—Fairview Review.

The Martin Arms Co. club of
The answer of former Gov. Robert
Little Rock defeated the Soldiers
(Special to New Era)
idity to the west, destroying severa
l
team at Fort Logan a feW days ago L. Taylor to the divorce proceedings
TORONTO,Ont., April 20.—Fire is big buildings and
To make clear the actual effect of
then
Dr. James A. Young has returned
made a clear
by a score of 27 to 0. The battery begun by Mrs. Taylor at Knoxville sweeping through a section of Toron- sweep
up Wellington street to the provisions of the recent age pension from Princeton where he was called
was Ferrell and Collins, who have on March 23 has been filed secretly to's wholesale business district and
in consultation in the case of Banker
Queen's Hotel. The thick fire walls order of Commissioner Ware,
about Ratcli
been signed by Hopkiitille. The in the Chancery Court and the Pa- has caused a loss which will reach of
ffe. Mr. Ratcliffe is eightythe hotel and the concerted efforts which a large number of
inquir
ies
withd
rown
from
pers
years
six
the
files,
old and has pneumonia in
Little Rock News says:
ac- fully five million dollars.
of the fire-fighters stopped the flam
are making, the following official both lungs
as
, with little chance for
"Ferrell allowed no Mts. Collins, cording to a press despatch. AttorThe fire started in a factory in there, but in.the
recovery.
meantime the fire
the premier catcher of the Eastern neys of Gov. Taylor state that his Wellington street. In less than an had
swept across the street and the
Mesdames Ben Garnett and To
Arkansas ,Leagne last iseason, did answer is a formal and complete de- hour the flames had spread on both
block of buildings from Bay street
Johnson, of Pembroke, spentjzr,,the receiving, and the "heady" way nial of Mrs.Taylor's charges of aban- sides of the street until the whole west
to the National club was wiped
day ha the city.
in which he works hie Pitcher and donment, turning her out of doors block was a mass of flames and the out.
Mrs. Joseph Foard and daughter,
the inability of players to steal on and refusing to provide for her or fire was utterly beyond control of the
Bay street is on fire from Wellingof Church Hill, were in the city
him, has been commeoted on in live with her.
department. Appeals were sent to ton streetdowa
shopping yesterday.
to the lake front, but
The answer was filed Saturday,but every surrounding city where
every place he has playecl."
fire ap- the firemen are meeting with
Mrs. T. W. Blakey and daeghter,
success
because of the secrecy maintained paratus could be obtai
Miss Sallie George Blakey, left this
ned, tisk log for M their efforts to preve
nt a further
Managers of the differeCt teams in the facts did not become known un- l
morning for Louisville to spend sevaesistance.
spread, end it is believed the fire
the Kitty league say they are sign- til Tuesday.
eral
days
1 From the spot where the fire origi- will burn itself
out there.
ing pennant winning blayers. Each
Gov. Taylor is now absent from nated it spread with astou
Mrs. I. F. Roper has returned from
nding rap- It is feared that there are
fatalities.
club, according to their manager's Knoxville delivering his new lecture
Nashville, Tenn., and will make her
convictions, will carry off the pen- "Castles in the Air."Mrs.Tayloras
home in this city at 218 W. 170 St.
nant next fall.
Alice Fitts Hill previous to her marMiss Ida L. Johnson will return to
Hopki
nsville and resume her duties
Two players who will tal for places riage to Gov. Taylor, at Tuscaloosa,
April
28.
Ala., Sept. 23, 1901. She had several
on the Hopkinsville term 4srrived in
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Sargent and
children by a former marriage, and
the city last night. They are Harry
Mrs.
Lesley have returned from a
Gov.:Taylor was a widower with DEATH:CATHERS VICTIMS
F. Welsh, of Mt. Sterling,1 Ky., and
FOR MILITARY CAMP AT
visit to relatives in Orange, Texas.
five children, including three grown
IN TRICC.
Bailey, of Wickliffe.
Owing to
WORLD'S FAIR.
Messrs. Byron Meador, George H.
daugh
ters.
threatening weather, the lOcal man11:743X1•11 Y. WARIL
Smith
, J. A. Thomas and Charles
statement was made Friday:
The Hill and Taylor children did
agement decided yesterday to order
Head left this morning for a week's
"There appears to be an impres- fishin
not get along well from the start,the
g at Stegar's Mill.
the players under contract not to reFour of the Oldest Citizens Report
of
sion
amon
g
Comm
many
Taylo
itte
boys
r
e.—O
and
of
the
the
nly
Hill
boys enold soldiers
port until next week.
Miss Kate Brasher, of MadisonPass Away In One
that allowances of pension under
a Question of Transporgaging in regular fights. Mrs. Taythe ville, is visiting Miss Maud Cansler.
Week.
age order of the commissioner
The American association opened lor finally issuing an ultimatum to
tatlon Now.
of
Mr. C. 0. Prowse is in Paducah at,up the season yesterday with the the effect that Taylor should send
pensions are in addition to pensi
ons bending the gun shoot being held by
following results:
allowed heretofore.
his children away from home or else
the club at that place.
Louisville, 9; Milwaukee, 11.
The past week was remarkable in
"This is an erroneous idea of the
she
would
go.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Columbus, 1; St. Paul,7.
Adjt. Gen. flatly has received
the order. The law
Trigg
count
y
for
the
numbe
Gov.
Taylo
r
stood
r
of
prohib
child
by
his
its the payren,
Indianapolis,6; Kansas Ct.,8.
report of the military board
Mr. Julius Hoffstadt, of St. Louie,
, com- ment of more
deaths of old people• Four persons
and
than
Mrs.
Taylo
retur
one
r
ned
pensi
to
Alaon to a was in the city yesterday.
Toledo, 4; Minneapolis, 5. i
posed of Col. Noel Gaines and
Lieut. person for the same
bama, leaving while he was away. died during the week, the youngest
retied and the
Jeuett Henry, as to the proffe
Mrs. Walter Radford,of Pembroke,
rof
whom
effect
was
sixty
of
years
the
old and the
The Decatur papers have some When she returned she found Dr.
order on those having a was in the city
ed camp site within the fair
yesterday attending
grounds pension already.
thing nice to say about Gill Edwards George F. St. St. John installed as oldest eignty-six. The average age
only
will
the
Ham
be
reviva
to
l.
inat St. Louis for the annual camp
of crease such pension
after every game he pitehes, this master of affairs at the Taylor home, was seventy-three years and the, toup to the age
Rev. Mr. Downer has gone to Hopinstruction, and will place it before
limit, if the pension already drawn kinsville to attend the reviva
clipping from the account of the and he, as Gov Taylor's son-in-law, tal of their combined ages was'192
l meetthe governor at once and action
will is below that
ings conducted by Rev. Mr. Ham....
game between Bloomington and De- treated her formally. She again re- years. All of them were well knell be
amomit."
taken. The board found an exMesdames ,E. J. Eagleton and John
people.
catur being the latest:
turned to Alabama.
cellent site for a camp within a
Rudol
ph left this morning for Hopmile
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CASE DISMISSED
11.RIEFF IS
GOING HOME

Macedonia Matters.
Macedonia, April 21.—The black-I
smith shop of Cephas Bennett, • f
Durgantiville, burned to the ground.
The loss was about $300, with no in-

HEPORT ON CROPS WINTER
tIM••••

ISSUED BY STATE WEATHAGAINST COTTON LABOR surance.
ER BUREAU.
The heavy frost and freezes have
ACENT M'NE1LL.

(Cablegram.)
greatly injured the fruit crop in this
ST. PETERSBURG, April 20.—
vicinity.
Viceroy Alexieff is reported to have ,
Thirty-two of the young people of
sent a telegram to the czar asking Appeal to Circuit Court Ta" this neighbornood visited the Coapto be relieved of his position. Admi-'
ken For Beckner Who
;
bitter
lin Bluff Sunday evening.
ral Skyrdloff is said to he his

Was Fined.

enemy and for some time past Alexieff has been practically ignored by
the Czar's and the authorities at St.

HAS
SNEAKED BACK
TO KILL FRUIT

Now His Cold
Cold Retards Development He Was Only Lying Hid and
Breath Has Blasted Blooms ofthe Trees.
and the Heavy Frosts
Injure Fruit.
--Early Vegetables Also Damaged.

Clide Haskinok is suffering from an
abcess on his lungs.
'kinks of fruit such as apples,'peaches
From Wednesday's Daily.
The weekly crop report is out toMr. S. S. Croft and wife were made
.i pears, plums, apricots, etc., are enby
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not
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
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several hours. The streets ther advanced the buds and given
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for the cure of constipation
, and sidewalks were covered with asI rise to the hope that nothing would
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'slush making walking very unpleaspepeia, the regular 60c size of 60 do- court•in the case of Jordan Beckner, i tight. Mr. Newsam came out with
, ant. The thermometer as late as further interfere with their'growth.
a
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Corn
you should not delay taking advansuffer severely from the unseaeoaaproper authorities and gave bond. factorily, and a good acreage will be over the county.
tags of this offer.
Telephone reports show that all ble weather.
Mr. Vick Grant is visiting friends put in.
people
our
of
Nearly nine-tenths
in Macedonia this week.
Oats are about all sown and comcorner of Fourteenth and Clay streets
Real Estate Deals.
suffer with indigesLion, constipation,
Lewis
to
went
ing up slowly.
to Dr. J118. E. Oldham. The considMr. Bradley Ray
and wife, of Madisonheadaches or liver troubles, diseases
Girard
Wm.
Early potatoes and some garden
eration was $2,600.
town last Sunday.
that Dr. Howard's specific never PRESBYTERY ELECTS HIM
vine, have filed a deed here transferd.
been
plante
have
G. W. Morgan and wife transfer to
Mrs. John Fowler has moved on D. truck
and lit on South
house
fails to radically cure.
their
.
MODERATOR
Pastures and meadows look fairly ring
Richard Bradley a lot in Crofton for
E. Fowlers farm, J. R.Croft has also
Dr. Howard's specific for the cure
street to Mrs. E. A. Ragst
Walnu
,
well,but are not advancing much.
$160.
moved on the same farm.
of constipation and dyspepsia is not
consideration was $1,600.
Fruit has been seriously injured dale. The
Mina B. Gibson and husband con,
Arthur Newsam and wife visited by the heavy frosts on the 17th and
a "cure all". It is simply a specific
For $600 and other valuable considThe meeting of the Muhlenberg
vey to P. P. Gladdish forty acres of
for the cure of indigestion, head- presbytery at the Fourth-street A. B. Ray and family.Saturday night 18th, but the extent of the damages eratious not named, I. D. Humble
land on Castleberry creek for $200.
White Man. cannot be determined at present. It
aches, constipation and liver troub- ehurch opened this morning with do- and Sunday.
has and wife, of Trenton, have conveyed
The same amount, of land on the
is probable that the peach crop
les. It comes in the form of tiny , votional exercises, a prayer being
Twelfth street to John T.
on
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a
locali_
suffered severely in nearly all
same creek was sold by John H. MyHowell Notes.
granules, 60 in a vial, is pleasant and ;. offered by Rev. W. L..Nourse, D. D.,
ds.
Edmin
ers and wife to Jas. C. Sewell for
Howell, Ky., April 21.—Mr. Ed ties.
to take, and it is sold by Mr. L. of Hopkinsville.
and wife have sold
Fritz
Sol
J.
Mr.
us"
Garrott, who is attending school in
$266.
A medicine for all the family,
L. Elgin with the understanding that i The regular organization was then
dwelling and lot on the
days re- Dr. Thacher's Liver and BloodSyrup their brick
few
a
spent
ville,
Russea
It it does not give perfect satisfac- completed and a new moderator
cently with his wife's father and
tion, it will cost you absolutely i elected to fill the place of retiring
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Gregory.
w23 I
nothing.
!Moderator Rev. G. E. Thompson.
Several from here have attended
1 Rev. W. L. Nourse, D. D., of Hop- quite often the meeting being con! kinsehle. was elected to the place of ,
ducted by Evangelist Ham and Prof.
moderator. After his election the
Towner.
Presbytery proceeded to elect the
Mrs. F. E. Wilson and daughter,
s.
officer
other
Mrs. Lyle, spent Saturday and SunRay. G. F. Bell,of Greenville, Ky.,
day in Pembroke, guests of Messrs.
was elected stated clerk, and Mr. H.
Olney and Edward Wilson.
. of `Warren county, was
E. Glenn
Rev. W. H. Vaughn, wife and
,.
electi,ed recording secretary.
We have been catering to the wants of the people of this
daughter, Pauline, are visiting Mrs.
,
Vaughn's mother near Garrettsburg.
VioliMaPIC
community in
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FOR 25 YEARS!
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iSponsors and Maids.

Mr. W. W. Radford made a busi1
ness trip to Clarksville, Tenn., the
Lieut. Gen. Stephen D. Lee, comfirst of the week.
mendi
manding the United Confederate
Mr. Wilbur Gresham has gone to
i g
grrcallin
ne
hrid
aupepdroaan o
tenrtains, hash iss
housekeeping in the cottage of Mrs.
to
Wilson near hotel Fleming,
at Nashville and the resolution
Mr. L. N. Park, Mrs. E. C. RadI adopted at the reunion held in New
ford and Mrs. J. B. Radford, are in
.aans, La., last May:
Orl
Greenville at the bedside of their sis6 Resolved. That no person shall
ter, Mrs. Kay, who is expected to
be eligible, to the position of sponsor
live but a short time.
__ .. or maid of honor from any organ izaMr. Grafton Dixon returned today
tioni unless she be the wife or lineal
from a visit to his old home near
descendent of a Confederate soldier'
Tenn.
released Clarksville,
sup- or sailor who was honorably
It is announced that Dr. W. P.
from the service; or a member in
Harvey, of Louisville, will preach in
good standing of some regularly orthe Olivet Baptist church, Sunday,
ganized chapter of the Daughters of
April 24.
the Confederacy.
Mr. Lewis Gregory who has been
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BUGGIES
And CARRIAGES
T

VVe have another i
lot and can nOW
supply your wants
for a limited
Ply.

It's Astonishing!

HE first year we sc id only ten or fifteen
jobs. Why? Because we didn't know
what would please the trade—what our custo
mers wanted,and in addition to this we bought
so tow we couldn't buy them cheap enough to
sell readily. We now buy in car lots and pay
the cash and give our customers the benefit of
the reduction in price thu3 obtained As a consequence there is no carriage business in all
this section that in magnitude compares with
ours. We have to carry an enormnu3 sock to
do it, but it pays, and it will pay you to call
our reand look through the two big fl Joni
pository.

quite sick is improving slowly.
Incognito.

THE MAIL

Hotel and Blacksmith Shop right
S
on ;railroad, four regular boarders, CADDIE
good trade; Price so low w are
ashamed to print it. Iminpdiete pos:i.sion; elegant community. Call on The Hopkinsville division of the
& COMPANY
'Tennessee Central railroad began
or aiddrees.
& COMPANY, !carrying the mails on the 18th inst.
Wholesale & Retail Grocers. IgMANSFIELD
Land Brokers,
The mails leave here in the morning
Hopkinsville, Ky. I
at 6 o'clock and return that night at
8:30, there being only one mail each
Established 1564
40 years successful record.
j way a day. There is no mall clerk

VI

WE GET THE QUANTITY PRICE AND
THE CASH DISCOUNT PRICE AND WE
GIVE THE PURCHASERS THE BENEFIT

Red Front Phone 116 wit

. on the trains. the mail for each postoffice being put up in a separate sack
before it leaves the office. It is
; probable that some changes will be
made in the postoffice along the line
Training between this city and Clarksville.

The Grea.t Business
chool of Louisville

offers the latest and best
I methods, and the most complete course of study in
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+++++++++++++++++++++1Boner-Lyi.

Mr. M. L. Bonor, of Nadles, California, and Miss Bobbie E. Lyle, of
this county, were married Tuesday
morning at the courthouse by Judge
ritTypew
hand,
Penmanship, Short
W.T. Fowler. The groom is a proshes
branc
ing and other
perous young businessman of Nadles
pertaining to a
and the bride is the talented daugh-

BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
School open the entire year.
• Students may enter at any time.
ELEGANT CATALOGUE FREE.

always the
is white and fine andnever varies.
y
qualit
same. The
bo like the last
Toe next *sok willyour
;moor.
—the best. Buy of

E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
E. Cot. 23 and Walnut SW

-tovisvilit, ISv.

of the saving on all this great line of Carriages
Surreys, Phaetons and Buggies. No one can
fail to find what he wants in this big stock and
at a price that he can afford to pay for it. We
are ready to prove this statement. All we ask
is a call.

ter of Mr. E. B. Lyle, one of South
Christian's 'leading planters. Mr
and Mrs.„Boner will reside at Nadles.
s.

For Congress.
Rev. T. E. Richey, of Princeton,
has agreed to become the Prohibition
candidate for congress in the First
district, to oppose

Hon.011ie Imes.

Holm Made Harness

11V:fgant
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A
ready at hand to make the outfit complete.
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NEW

ERA

'SUCCESSOR OF
BISHOP DUDLEY

—PUBLISISED•,,BY—

New Era Printing& Publish'g Co
OFFICE:—New ErsItuilding, Seventh
street, near Maui, HOpkinsville, Ky.

$ 1.00 A YEAR.
deceived at the postoffloe in RopkInsville
as second-class mall matter

Friday, April 22, 1904
—CLUBBING RATES:—
The WISRLY Nsw Eit.A and the following
paper one year:
Twioe-a-Week Courier-Journal
$150
Semi-Weekly St. Louis Republic
1S0
Semi-Weekly (ulobe-Democrat
176
Weekly Cincinnati Enquirer.
150
Semi-Weekly Nashville Amerloan
160
Weekly Louisville Commeroial
126
Tr -Weekly New York World
166
Daily Louisville Post
2 50
some and Farm
1 25
National Magasine—Roston
1 7E
Weekly Atlanta Constitution
175
Weekly New York Tribune
.
1 26
Tnl.Weekly New York Tribune
175
Farmer's Home Journal. new
subscribers only,
... ..
.
1 75
Special olubbing rateswith any magastne
newspaper published in the United States

COURT DIRECTORY.
ORM"!()CURT—Pint Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and September.
QUARTZRLY 00URT—Second Mondays
In January, April, July and October.
FISCAL Oonwr—FirstTuesday in April
Ind October.
00UNTY 0OURT —First Monday in every
month.

A Remedy That No One Is
Afraid To Take.
Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup
has been used in thousands of homes for
fifty-two years with perfect confidence
and the most remarkable results.
The great success of this remedy is due
to the fact that its formula (which consists of Buchu, Hydrangea, Mandrake,
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Sarsaparilla,
Gentian, Senna and Iodide of Potassium)
has been freely published.
Doctors and Druggists everywhere do
not hesitate to recommend a preparation
which they know contains the bestknown remedies for correcting all irregularities of the Liver, Kidneys or Blood,
and the diseases caused by the failure of
these functions to perform their proper
work.
Thousands of sick ones to whom life
has been a burden have written grateful
letters that others might profit by their
experience.

Gaovx, Tex., Nov. 13, 1902.
'Iwo.s suffering terribly with indigestion and
kidney trouble and sent to my druggist for
something to relieve me.
As he sent me a package of Dr. Thacher's
Liver and Blood Syrup I concluded to try it,
and now I am deeply grateful to my druggist
as well as to you.
I had been a sufferer from these things and
a general run-down condition for ten years,
and had only received temporary relief from
other medicines. But after using not quite two
packages of your Liver and Blood Syrup I feel
as stout and hearty as I ever did in my life,and
I am satisfied that I am entirely cured. I feel
no symptoms whatever of kidney trouble, and
my digestion is as good as any living man's.
I can now eat whatever I choose.
I never had any remedy give me such quick
and permanent relief, and I can not put a correct estimate on the value your medicine has
been to me. I would not take any amount of
money for it. Very gratefully yours
J. C. BROWN.
If you need a medicine write to-day for a
free sample bottle and "Dr. Thacker's
Health Book."
Give symptoms for adrioo.
We *imply ask you to try it at mar expen's. We know what it will do.
SLoomixo

The diocesan council, at which a
successor to the late Bishop Thomas
Underwood Dudley as bishop of Rentncky will be elected, will begin at
Grace church in this city May 15
The business sessions will net begin,
however, until Monday, May 16, and
the election of a bishop will then be
taken up. The council will be composed of all the clergy of the diocese
and three lay delegates from each
church.

The official list of the men who will
be considered by the council is as
follows:
The Rev. Arthur B. Kinsolving, D.
D., Brooklyn, N. Y., Christ church.
The Rev. Arthur S. Lloyd, D. D.,

The Rev. Arthur H. Judge, New
York, rector St. Matthew's.
The Rev. Carl E. Grammer, D. I) ,
Norfolk, Va., Christ church.
The Rev. Peter C. Sears, Meridian,
Miss., St. Pant's.
The Rev. R. S. Coupland, Baltimore, Ascension.
The Rev. W. T. Manning, D.
D.,
New York,St. Agnes.
The Rev. Randolph H. McKim,
D.
D., Washington City, Epiphany.
The Rev. James S. Stone, D. D.,
Chicago, St. James'.
The Rev. N. S. Thomas, Philadelphia, Holy Apostle's
The Rev. R. Cotton Smith, Wash
ington City, St. John's.

New York City, secretary of board
The Rev. Alexander Mann, D.
D.,
of missions.
Orange, N. J., Grace.
The Rev. Frank DuMoplin, ChicaThe Rev. J. G. Minnigerode, D. D.,
go, Ill., rector St. Peter's.
Louisville. Cy.,Calvary.
The Rev. J. C. Murray, Baltimore,
The Rev. Reverdy Estill, D. D.,
rector St. Michael's and All Angels'. Louisville
, St. Paul's.
The Rev. E. M. Stires, D. D., New
The Rev. Jt hn K. Mason, D. D.,
York, rector St. Thomas'.
Louisville, Ky., St. Andrew's.

Are You a Dyspeptic?

CASTOR!
The Kind Yon Have Always Boug
ht, and which has belga
In use for over 80 years, has borne
the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
AU Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-goo
d"are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the healt
h or
Infants and Children—Experience
Expe
rime
against
nt,
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What is CASTORIA

C
- astorta is a harmless substitute for Castor
On. Pares
torte, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleas
ant. IS

contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narco
tis
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
Wori
and allays Feverishness. It cares Diarrhea and W s0
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Coast'
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regul
ates
41
-A
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natur
al sleep.
I
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Frie
nd.

CIENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

City Teachers

' Examination.
If you are a dyspeptic you owe it
to yourself and your friends to get
The school board at its last
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\from Day to Day.
COURT HOUSE WATCH.—The
watch in the court house tower is
still without hands or works.
NOT NICE.—lt's about time for
Winter to quit lingering in the lap of
Spring and gn on about his business.

TOBACCO BILL POWER OF SPIRIT PROSPECTS BRIGHT FARMERS NOT PLEASED WITH
PASSES HOUSE
HANDS' EXODUS TO COTTON FIELDS.
UNANIMOUSLY.
MANIFESTED IN THE RE- FOR DEMOCRATIC 8 U CVIVAL MEETINC.
GESS THIS YEAR.

Much Interest Is Taken— New York, Illinois With Mr.
DO YOU BLAME HER?—A press
despatch from Henderson says that
Many Additions to LoBryan's Strength Will
Every Effort Will Be Made to
Mrs. Mary Conley, who is the mother
cal Churches.
Win Out.
of nine children, has sued for an ab- Cet It Through Senate Before Adjournment.
solute divorce.

Agent Fined 1626 For "Enticing" Laborer to Break
Contract.— Mr. McNeill Made Defendant

a

In Several Cases.

(From Monday's Daily.)
Jordon Beck ner, colored, was tried
by jury in the county court Saturday
afternoon on a charge of breach of
the peace and wasfined thirty dollars
and costs. While the charge against
him was breach of the peaee his
offense really consisted in inducin
a farm hand who was under contract
to Mr. S. H. Ward of the Casky
neighborhood, to go to Mississippi
and work on the cotton plantations
tnere.
Beckner formerly worked on the
farm of Mr. J. H. Wiufree but went
to Mississippi where he stayed three
days and was then sent back here by
his employers to explain the many

advantages of his new home to his
acquaintances here and prevail upon
them, if possible, to return with him.
It was shown that he went upon the
premises of Mr. Ward and presented
his ease with such an attractive view
of his new home that one of the
hands who was under contract went
with him.
Mr. T. H. McNeill, the agent who
has been exporting numbers of colored laborers from here to work on
these plantations, will be tried on a
similar charge this afternoon. Several charges of this sort have recently been brought against Mr. McNeill
but all have been dismissed up to
this time.

A congregation that tested the seatThe prospect for Democratic sucing capacity of the tabernacle at- cess in next November is very bright
tended the union revival service if a ticket is nominated that will carSunday night. It was the largest ry New York and Illinois, says the
crowd of the meeting. Every seat Danville News. The electoral has
MARS' HENRY QUITS.—In the
was filled on the lower floor and in advanced 29 points since 1900, mak•
Courier-Journal Mr. Watterson says
THE KENTUCKY NEW ERA the gallery and there was a fringe of
ing a total of 479, which will require
111%-i an editorial that he will not seek
THIS AFTERNOON RECEIVED people around the walls. Probably 239 electoral votes to win. At the
3
.
61e,a delegate in either the state or
THE FOLLOWING TEL E - four thou,and persons heard with present ratio, Bryan's electoral vote
national conventions of the DemoGRAM:
keen interest the earnest exhorta- in the states carried by him in 1900
cratic party. He declares that he ts
"WASHINGTON,D. C., APRIL tion of the evangelist and the sweet would be 166.
through with active participation in
18.4—THE TOBACCO BILL PASS- music led by Prof. Towner. There
If the nominee this year can hold
polities.
ED IN THE HOUSE TODAY was Alec an immense audience at the Bryan's strength and add to it the
WISE MAN.—Gov. Vardaman, of WITHOUT A DISSENTING afternoon meeting. The services states of New York,
39; Illinois, 27;
Mississippi, in an interview at St. VOTE.
will continue this week at the usual and Maryland, 8, he will have the
Louis, says he considers President "WE ARE USING EVERY EF- hours. Mr. Ham will preach in the required
number to be elected. 239.
Roosevelt the nation's greatest peril. FORT TO GET IT THROUGH tabernacle at 8 and 7:30 p. m.o'clock, There is
no reason why Maryland
Married In New York.
and Dr. Van Stilley, of Benton.
THE SENATE BEFORE AD- and a prayer service will be held should not go Democratic. CleveThe sessions will be held in the
SIC 'RM.—Thomas W. Lawson, JOURNMENT."
daily at 10 a. m. at the Christian land carried it in 1892 by a majority
Telegrams received by the News- city hall, and the first day it is exthe multi-millionaire of Boston, anwe
church. Mrs. D. B. Towner, of Chi- of 21.130, and McKinley only carried
Democrat announce the marriage in pected to give the visitors an excurnounces that he is preparing to enter
cago, has joined her husband here it in 1900 by 18,941. Out of the last
sion on the Ohio river.
New York City Saturday afternoon
upon a campaign against the Standand their duets in the afternoon and seven presidential elections since
of Mrs. Laura Saunders Johnson,
ard Oil company.
last night were enjoyable features of 1876 Maryland has gone Democratic
No Union Labels.
formerly of Paducah, to Mr. Robert
the excellent musical program. Mr. five times. As is true of Maryland,
Campbell Clark, of New York. The
ANOTHER ELIMINATED—Mr.
Union labels must not be placed on
Ham preached last night probably so of Delaware and New Jersey;
Bryan is said to-have soured on the
couple will sail Thursday of this the caution labels of packages of
IN CAMP AT THE WORLD'S the strongest sermon he has deliver- each went Democrati
c
for
twenty
week for Bermuda. After the first' manufactured tobacco, according to
Hearst boom for the Democratie
ed here."Repentance and Faith" was years before 1896.
FAIR.
nomination for president.
of May they will be at home at the a new ruling issued by John W.
his theme. Much interest was maniUtah went Democratic in 1896 by a Hotel Alabama,
in East Eleventh Yerkes, the commissioner of internal
fested. Probably a hundred people majority of 61,116, and Republioan in
HAS ACCEPTED.—Dr. Frederick
street,
New
York.—Paducah News- revenue. It has been brought to the
(Special to New Era)
asked for prayers for persons in 1900 by 2,133, which shows that the
W. Hinitt has accepted the presiDemocrat
.
commissioner's notice that manufacST. LOUIS, April 19.—A battalion
whose
salvation
they
were
intereststate
is
normally
Democrati
c.
With
dency of Central University.
turers have been ia the habit of .addof native Filipino scouts accomed. There were a number of conver- New Jersey, 12, Delaware, 3 and
ing to the caution a union label to
panied by its own band has arrived
Doctors to Meet.
sions. Sunday over fifty person Utah, 3, the Democrats would have
SLOT MACHINES.—By the use
show that their tobacco was mannin St. Louis and will be an attracwho had been converted during the 267 to the Republicans 219, or a maof slot machines on the World's Fair
The annual meeting of the South- factured in union shops. The corntive and novel feature of the Phiiimeetings joined the local churches. jority of 88.
gates the necessity of having ticket
west Kentucky Medical association missioner says that the man ufacturpins exhibit of forty acres on the ressellers will be obviated.
The "solid South" now has an elec- to be held in Paducah May 10 and 11 ers will be permitted to put the union
ervation at the World's Fair. The
Extensions Made.
toral vote of 161, which, with New promises to be one of the most enjoy- label on cigar boxes or other packbattalion consists of four compauies
A
valuable
addition will be made York, Illinois, Maryland, Delaware able in the association's history. I ages of tobacco, but that
TO ADJOURN.—The present plan
nothing but
of 194 me.i each, composed respectto
the
Confedera
te Home at Pewee and New Jersey, gives a total of 260, The program has just been complet- the prescribed formula
of the leaders in congress contemshall be
iveliy of Macabebes, Gisayans, TagsValley when the new hospital and eliminating 17 electoral votes in the ed by Dr. H. T. Rivers, of Paducah, printed on
plates final adjournment April 28.
the caution notice.
los and Ilocanos.
cittages are added to that institution. the West that under ordinary condiIt!is under the command of Major
NAUGHTY MEN.—Dowie says
As many of the inmates are old, a tions should, and have, heretofore,
Carrington, First U. S. In• that half of the United States sena- F. de L
well equipped hospital is very much gone Democratic.
fantry, and all the commissioned of'ors are worse that. President Smith,
needed. The ground for the new
If Senator Fairbanks, of Indiana,
ficers are from the regular army.
the Mormon church.
buildings consists of three acres, is nominated for vice president on
The battarion is in fact a part of the
purchased for $3,000. It is the desire the Republican ticket, it is more than
COMES HIGH.— Representative United States regular army. These of the trustees to enlarge the grounds probable
that the state will go RePlerc.e, of the house committee on troops occupy a model camp on the further and negotiatio
ns are being publican, otherwise there is a splenappropriations, says the regular ap- Philippine reservation and will give made with a view to
purchaeing did chance for the Democrats carry
propriations of the first session of daily drills during the fair. Besides other property which joins
the pres- ing it. It went Democratic by 7,126
the fifty-eighth congress will be in being an exhibit the Filipino soldiers ent grounds.
in 1892.
toe neignborhood of $700,000,000.
will do police duty and preserve law
It depends entirely on who the
Louisville Sensation.
and order among the one thousand
Democrats •lominate whether they
THE IROQUOIS.—Tbe ill fated and More Filipino natives who inAllegatio
ns
of
such
inhuman
treatwill have any chance to win at ,not.
Iroquois theater of Chicago 1111111 been
habit the villages and towns that
ment as permanently to injure her There is as strong feeling in the busisold to an Eastern syndicate which
have been built on the World's Fair
health are made by Mrs. William ness world against President Roosewill devote it to viudeville.
grounds.
Cheatham in a suit for divorce filed velt, sad should a good, sound man
The band is composed of forty-three
Negro Paper.
in Louisville against her husband, be nominated to oppose him on a
pieces and is directed by Ernest G.
Dr. William Cheatham. The petition conservative platform, that stands
Prof. W. H. lideRiciley, colored, a Fisher as chief muslchan and Manuel alleges that the manner in which she
for tariff for revenue only, economy
well known negro educator, has et- Geisana as drum major. Daily con- was treated by Dr. Cheatham
Arriving daily at Keach Furniture Co's It will
has in public expenditure, the protection
tablistied a paper at Cadiz which will certs will be given in an artistic band caused her to be ill for the past four
be to your interest to see our stock of Furniture,Carel the people from the encroachments
be devoted to the advancement of stand constructed of bamboo and or five years. She also charges impets, Stoves and Ranges before buying. A bottle of
of federal injunctions, the strict enthe negro and educational and local nips and all kinds of musie,from the proper conduct and asks that the de- forcement of the anti-trust laws ane
good polish will brighten your furniture
classical to "rag-time" will be di.interests.
decided
a
stand
against
social
equalfendant be compelled to give an acCASH OR CREDIT.
coursed. The Filipino is a born
ity with the colored race, there is evcounting
for
her
property
and
also
CI AL
gr ei irt X AL•
ery reason to believe that the party
musician and but a short time is retbe
disclose to the court all his sources would achieve
Ihs Kind Yos lisse knit Busk
an overwhelming vicquired for him to learn to play any
of income.
tory, that would be a decided rebuke
instrument.
ItZL
The petition does not ask for an to the arrogant and reckless methods
absolute divorce, but f( r a separation of the present administration.
rue
from "bed and board."
Ninth Street, Near Main.
Worlds
Fair
Excursi
Mrs. Cheatham, the plaintiff in the
on Rates
Over the I. C.
suit, is one of the best known society
On account of the Louisiana Purwomen in the state, and for many
chase Exposition, the Illinois Cenyears has been one of the leaders in
tral Railroad Company will sell
the fashionable society of Louisville. round trip tickets to St. Louis
as folDr. Cheatham is now one of the lows:
leading physicians in the South, From April 25th to November
15th, limited to Deo. 16...$12.26
making a specialty of eye and ear
treatment, and he is highly regarded From April 25th., to Nov. 30th.,
limited to 60 days from
all over the country as an expert in
date of sale, but not later
the treatment of the eyes.
than Dec. 15th
$10.20
The Illinois Central will sell rouLd From April 26th, to
Nov. 30th,
trip tickets to Frankfort, Ky., on
limited to 10 days from
The spring millinery openings are now a
May 23rd and 24th, limited to May
date of sale
$ 9.66
All tickets will be limited to con26th, at one fare plus 25 cents,($7.03,)
matter of history, and after seeing the lines
tinuous passage in both directions.
account state meeting 3. A. R.
displayed at the various stores we feel sure
E. M. Sherwood, Agent.
E. M. Sherwood, Agent.
CROSS OF HONOR.—The house
has passed a bill incorporating the
"American Cross of Honor."

STANLEY'S GOOD NEWS.

FILIPINO SCOOTS

Porch Settees,
Porch Chairs,
GO-CARTS,
BABY BUGGIES,
REFRIGERATORS AND
OTHER SPRING
GOODS

•
.....1111•111••••••

HEACH
FURNITURE CO.

Ladies,

Get Your Spring Hats Now.

p.

Account of spring meeting new
Louisville Jockey club the Illinois
Central will sell round trip tickets to
Louisville on May let and and., retail' limit May 19th, and on May 3rd
to 18th inclusive, return limit 3 days
from date of sale not counting Sunda.) s, at rate of $7.10.

CRINESESIIUNCHUSEN ON A RAID.
"kw Mimeo Wrap& kStesie' etinthitarie hate the Russians intensely and are
hamming thorn in MA
The illeatnItion shows a band of
riffOld
'less Chunehoses, w
thiir tessaoks, retreating after
—eog up a railroad b
bin.

a.

*.etly
(
t
1
:i.

A4t1
:

•

Spring Races— Nashville.

The Tennessee Central will sell
round trip tickets to Nashville,
Tenn., account spring races, as follows: April 21,23 and 30, one fare
plus 26 cents, $2.40. Return limit
two days from date at. ale. April
'111.
22, '24, 26, 26, 27, 28 and 29, one and
Suit Transferred.
one-third fare, plus 25 cents, $3.13.
Return limit May 2
E. M. Sherwood, Agt.
The damage suit of W.J. Sizemore
against the Illinois Central Railroad
oetpany has been 'tratisferred from, The family medicine in thousands of
homes for 52 years-77pr,,Thaclier's Live;
tit
and Blood Syrup.
States court at Paducah.

you saw no hats Ghat showed more style,
evidenced more taste in their selection or
were more reasonable in price than those
shown by us. We are constantly receiving
new goods and can furnish you anything in
up-to-date millinery. Our terms are cash.

Miss210
FallnietrRogers
rAplikmmwtAmmtimmmiymp
S. Main

Cross?
DIVORCED WIFE AND STEPSON
Ju
st
Op
en
ed
CHARGED WITH BRUIN'S HOER
Mica
Bankrupt Stock
AND PLACED IN THE COUNTY JAIL
Axle
BUCKINGNAM'S'DYE
Grease
REWARD OFFERED

In every town
and village
may be had,
the

Poor man! He can't help it.
He gets bilious. He needs a
good liver pill—Ayer's Pills.
They act directly on the liver,
cure biliousness.
Lowell. Ma...
Want your moustache or beard

I

a beautiful brown or rich black? Use

Sensational Development In the Mystery Surrounding
the
Death of Negro War Veteran Whose Body
Was Found Floating In River.

PUTT CT&

or DRUGGISTS OR R

P. HAIL

CO..!IRMA. N. R.

(From Monday's Daily.)
Laura Bruin, Martin Bruin

E have bought two bankrupt stocks oj nice, fresh,
new goods consisting of Dry Goods, Clothing,
Shoes, Ladies and Gent's Furnishing Goods, Trunks, Valises, etc. at 50 per cent less than manu factory cost and
we
will sell the above goods from

!thought possibly the object was a
and !sack of meat. It was floating close
ROSE. Garrott have been arrested and to the shore and he caugh
t it and
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
are now in jail charged with the mur- raised it up when he saw it was
the
der of Edmond Bruin, whose body body of a man floating face downMISSING CIRL.
PROVED A
floati
was found
ng in the river Sat- ward. He was greatly startl by his
ed
BOOMERANG
trday morning. Laura Bruin is the find and dropping it again
than any house in the city. We do not consider the
into the
cost
It's a little late to tell about April divorced wife of the dead man, a de- water at once notified the
The Kentucky Children's Home
proper ofbut if you come and examine our goods we will convi
Fool jokes, but here goes, any way: cree having been granted in her fa- ficials. An inque
st was, held by Cor- Society offers a reward of $25 for the
A prominent Main street merchant, vor on June 7, 1902, dissolving the oner Allensworth
the verdict being si.le rettire to the society of Sarah you that this is no idle boast and we urge you to COMO
In a mlsobtevons mood en April 1, bonds of matrimony that united her in accordance with
Wede, 15 years old, well developed see for yourself what we are
the facts.
doing You cannot afford
rang up by telephone another busi- her with Edmond Bruin and restorBruin was struck by a train on the for her age, blue eyes and curly auone of the greatest money saving sales ever held in
ness man, just across the street, and ing her to all the rights of a single L. & N. railroad
last fall and lost burn hair, aild $25 for the arrest and
said:
Hopkinsville.
woman. Martin Bruin is a step-son one arm. Since that time
he had coevictimi of the person who abduct"I'm waiting for you down at- of the murdered man, but for some been slightly
demented and when ed her.
Remember the Place. Corner 9th (11 Va. Sts.,
-'s saloon. Come and drink a bot- reason took the name of his step- he disappeared
This girl, according to the Prince- Bonte's Old Sta
it was thought that
nd, op. American Express Co
tle of beer with me."
father.
he had probably wandered away. ton Baifill r, disappeared Wednesday
"Thanks! I'll be there in a few
Numerous rumors are afloat charg-! Diligent effort was made to find
hip morning, April 5th, from the home
momenta," was the reply.
lug these parties with various suspi-! but all proved of no avail.
Once it of IL H. Baker, near Princeton, and
The man who accepted the invita- cious movements and speeches. The was generally report
ed that his body the general impression is that she
tion promptly arrived at the,bar with officers of the law are diligently at had been found
under a corn shock was persuaded to leave by-some perPROPRIETORS.
Al2
a large thirst only to find' that he work on the case and while they are but this proved
dim
w
4w
son
with evil designs and is now hiduntrue. He was a
was the victim of a joke. Being a re- very careful about making state{ veteran of the Civil war and drew a den in the neighborhood.
sourceful person he quickly hit upon ments, they claim to have basis for , pension.
Any information given relative to
a plan of retaliation. Getting two their suspicions. It is alleged that
the whereabouts of this girl should
There are some who seem to be be given to the chief
If you don't buy clothing from J. T. Wal
bottles of beer and having them Laura Bruin built a house on a piece
of police of
l
charged to the account of hiS prank- of land belonging to her former hus- permanently youthful. The grown Princeton, Ky., anti will be grateful411 Co., you don't buy Clolilhirsg right.
daughters ate companians as well as ly appreciated by Georg
e L. Senote
ful friend he sauntered into the tat- band, and notwithstanding the dichildren, and the color in the moth bust& euperitisendent.
S
ter's store. The proprietor Was wait- vorce they lived in the same house. er's cheeks, the
brightness in her
ing on a number of customOrs. The She tried, it is said, to get possession eyes, the roundness of her form, all
victim of his joke coolly set one of of this land, put failed to do so, and . speak of abounding health. Whet is
the bottles of beer on the counter in if these parties should prove to be her secret? Sise is at the middle age
of life when so many women are
the presence of a number of horrified the guilty parties, this is supposed to
worn, wasted aud faded,and yet time Are Days of Suffering. They
Prohibitioners. and said:
have been their motive.
has only: ripened her chariw. The
Are Becoming Brighter For
"I got your invitation to take a
Tke examining trial has been set ,secret of this matronly health and
Hopkinsville People.
beauty may be toldln the brief phase
drink with you, but as something for next Thursday morning.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
kept you from the saloon, I Just had
The dead man was about sixty-two
The general health of nomau is BO
the beer charged to you and here's or three years of age,as shown by the
Intimately related-to the local health Many "dark days" from kidney ills.
Backache, te adache—Nervous tired,
your bottle." Then he waliceid out of records of Pension Agent T. E. Law- of the delicate
womanly organs that
Urinary troubles—Makes you gloomy
the store.
ton. He was drawing a pension of where these are diseased the whole
Doan's Kidney Pills bring relief;
six dollars per month and on May 30, body must suffer. "Favorite Pre- Bring cure to
every kidney sufferer.
scription" dries the debilitating
1903. made application for an increase
GAVE UP SEAT
They
are
endor
sed by Hopkineville
drains, heals ulceration and inflain•
IN CONGRESS.
Mrs. Jetin Coombs, of 1226 S. Virwhich was rejected.*
model', cures female weakness and
ionn F. Shafroth of the First insgiuia St., says: "For a great many
Mr. Chris Wall, who found the imparts to the delicate female
or- bears I suffered
trict of Colorado. who voluntarily rewith a persistent
linquished his seat as a member of body in the river, was interviewed gans natural vigor and vitality. Wo- aching acros
Will be quick to appremy
s
loins
and through
the national house of representatives this morning. He stated that he was men who have lost their health and
the kidneys. At times my back- was
ciate the extreme
their beauty have been made "robust
becnuse, as he stated, he was convinced
rowing up the river in his boat when
so bad that I could hardly turn in
and rosy checked" by the use of this
lishness of the suiti
bed and I could hardly lie on my
he was attracted first by the stench marvelous
medicine.
shown in the picture.
back at all without placing my hand
which arose from the body. He was
under it, which seemed in some
It is
New Military Company.
not then near enough to see it, but
measure to relieve the pain.
A
proceeding up the river soon saw it,
The new Earlington company of friend of Mr. Coombs toid him about
but thought at first it was a sack of
Doan's Kidney Pills and he got a box
state guards was mustered in by
for
me at Thomas & Trahern's drug
meat or heads of chickens which had
three button, full chest
Capt. Walter Powers, of Madison- stoic. On using
tiLOSS B
CO.
them
I
steadi
ly
imbeen stolen and thrown in the river.
ed and brad in the
FINE CLOTHES MAKERS
ville. Capt.Paul P. Price, regiment- proved until the dreadful aching was
114004(
When he got close enough to inspect
VO&R.
al commissary of the Third Kentuc- relievrd and I could attend to my
shoulders, made in all
the object he saw it was a man's body
house
hold
duties
without any inconthe popular Summer fabrics and in an attractive
ky regiment, was elected captain.
vaby the buttons and the clothing and
veniences. lhey did more for me
Frank D. Rash Was elected first lieuirety
of
patte
rns.
than any medicine I eve' used and I
at once notified the authorities.
tenant and Otto Powers second lieu- gladly recommend
them."
He helped get the body out of the
tenant.
For sale by all dealers. Price 5o
water and stated that a large bole
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffo: •,
At so low$10
Buried With Honors.
was crushed in the skull in the back
N. Y., sole agents for the United
a price as
States.
part of the head, one ear had been,
•
J. H. Gross, aj prominent business
Remember the name-Doan's-and
cut off and the throat was cut on the man
of Dawson Springs, died at his
take no other.
right side. Whet. this cut was pull- home of abscess of the
lung lie
•
ed open the ends of the jugular ex- was fifty-three years old and leaves
tended out and blood ran from it. a wife and several children. He was
a Mason and was buried with MaThe tongue was protruding from the
HERE is nothing in the style, fit, fabric or tailsotec honors.
mouth
showi
ng
the
:man
had
been
that he was illegally elected, is the first
oring of this suit that would suggest the .idea
member to give up his seat, acknowl- strangled. He was of the opinion
Officer's Job.
edging that his election bad been ob- that the body could not
that it was "Ready Made"—On the other
possibly
hand there
tained by rraud. Mr. Shofroth was
Deputy Sheriff Rowland went to
serving his fifth term in congress. He have been in the water for more than
is everything it_ the appearanc, add euality
to sugIs a native of Fayette, Mo.. and is fifty ten days, although death might have Milburn yesterday to bring in Johnny
gest
the highest class of merchant tailoring.
old.. Ha was edueeted in the resulted earlier than th‘t. The
feat- I3aswell, who is in a demented condip.
Uuiversity of Michigan, studied law
! *ON and practiced his profession in his na- ures could not be recognized and the tion. Some care had to be exercised
tive town until 1S79. when he removed body was identified by a son of the as Mr. Bisswell threatened to kill
to Denver where he hes kuce melded dead man by the
clothing, particular the first man who came after him.
...Z.
%."
-1u
the shoes. Nothing was found in the He will probably be sent to HopkinsWAR ON
pockets except a plug of chewing ville —Bardwell News.
tobacco. The body was taken 411
Prompt, Easy
Rosy Prospects.
The New York Medical Journal charge by the famil
Recovery.
y and was buried
says that kissing is too prevalert, near Casky
The
greatest
thing in the world
gil)
.
I a letter to a person is this city
— A Mother's Love; the love she
and it is prin'ting arguments alitalust
lavishes on her children; the love her
today a member of the Gracey Minchild should have for her; without this
the habit. This authority deOlares
love she could not endure the agonits in.
(From Saturday's Daily)
ing company, of Gracey, Ky., stated
that kissing is the efficient cauSe
cident
to childbirth; appreciative of this
of
The badly decomposed body of a that the state geologist of Kentucky
love, Mother's Friend was devised to its
All Cemetery Work
mucn insidious bacterial infection.
sea the pain and anguish of childbirth,
colored man was found floating in had examined their property and had
that
her
love
strained
might
not
be
to
the
at Lowest Prices.
The French and the Germai s are
breaking point. Mother's Friend does all
the river near Cote's mill this morn- located a vein of lead at the same
this and more—it enables the fond mother
the great kissing races. The Enging and was identified as that of Ed place two mineral experts from Critto speedily recuperate from the labors of
lish were formerly in the same class,
maternity, enables her to regain her lost
Bruin, an old man of sixty-five or tenden county had. He stated furstrength, preserves her youthful lines of
but have experlenced a change., In
beauty, and makes pregnancy her crownseventy years of age, who:.,had been ther that the prospects of striking
ing joy without any thorns to mar it.
this country kissing has never been
Until further notice I can
missing from his home near Casky lead was very flattering. The
be
minfoun
d at F A Yost & Co.. South Main Street
universal, as abroad. Up to al few
since New Year's night. The skull ing company will begin
sinki
ng
a
years ago the friendly kiss was ocois applied externally, is most harmless in
l
had been crushed in the back of
its consistency, most happy in its results,
the shaft on the property Monday.—
men, with women in the streets; the
and is of such merit that no case of labor
head and the throat had been cut. Clarksville Leaf-Chro
should be conducted without its use. It is
nicle.
railroad atatious and other public
a liniment for massage of the abdominal
The body had been in the water
a
muscles during pregnancy, and by its use
..places, but it is no longer so. The
their tonicity and power of contraction is
Close Deal.
long time as evidenced by the decomWHITE',
ridicule of newspaper paragraphs
greatly enhanced, enabling them to susS CREaE
M
position which had taken place.
tain the great strain brought to bear on
Hon.
Charl
es
Reed.
propri
etor of
had much to do with the curtailment
them at this time. It is Mother's Friend.
The body was found by Mr. Chris the Palme
The name should be enough to recomr
house
VAR
•
,
and
uty. _BY
Mr.
F Qualitr•
I.
D.
of the habit. Today kissing is feenmend it to all who expect to be mothers.
Wall who was fishing at that point. Wilco
x.
today
closed a lease for the
Send for free book containing information
fined to a comparatively few who utHe saw something black floating in new Centu
of priceless value to all expectant mothers.
INCO2a3Z1
JILIATA 21:1 XAL 1L7 /3r Cir X IIII
ry
hotel
at
DawsonSprings
Prepared by-----.MON
terly disregard the warnings of the water
IRA WIELD 'PECULATOR Co.
and having heard of the and expect to be
JAMES F. BALLARD, St. L
AtIoata, ea.
ready to open it
*cloud& busybodies on the subject. many meat house
robberies he May 1.—Paducab Sun.
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For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Remedies.

Sold by Kay a Fowler
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SHOT AT BURGLAR. PSORIASIS

Mammoth and the Mosquito

AND ECZEMA

MR. CREEN FINDS A MIDNIGHT PROWLER.

What has come to pass in thousands of
years seems hardly credible. Primitive
man, a weakling in comparison to modern
man, was able to conquer the huge monsters of thousands of years ago, such as
the Mammoth, and to-day they are dead
forever: yet the mosquito and fly have
never been conquered. It is now time
for the scientist to devise methods for killing the mosquito and fly, so that they will
go to join the mammoth and the monster
lizards. The mosquitoes and flies are dangerous enemies of man because they spread
contagion. The mosquito often carries the
germ of malaria tv. h his bite. The housefly spreads germs • f disease over our food.
These bacterial germs, ever hunting for
the weak spot, find a place in our blood,
and then we suffer from grip, catarrh, consumption, or malaria.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief consulting physi-ian to the Invalids' Hotel and Surgical
ute, at Buffalo, N. Y., says: "There
no grip epidemics, the germs of
consumption, or malaria would find no
piece in the human economy, if the blood
were pure, if the lungs, heart and other
organs were fed on good blood. Poisons
should mot be allowed to aocnmulate in the
body; to be safe it is best to take a gentle
laxative at least once a week." Such a
vegetable laxative as Dr. Pierce's Pleasant
Pellets contains nothing which could karm
the system.
For putting the blood in order, and as a
thane-builder and tonic for those weakened
by coughs, colds, catarrh, grip, nothing will
build one up quicker than Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery. This is a medicine made entirely oi roots and kerbs,
without the use of alcohol.
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser is sent free
on receipt of stamps to pay expense of
mailing only. Send 21 one-cent stamps
for paper covered, or 31 stamps for cloth
binding, to Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

He Could Have Killed Him
But Simply Fired into
the Air.

(From Friday's Daily.)
Last night about 12:30 o'clock the
people living on South Main were
startled by hearing a pistol shot.
The shet was fired by Mr. Robert S.
green at a negro who was prowling
about his premises. Mrs. Green was
awakened by the dog barking and
she aroused her husband. He se;
cared his revoNer and went out but
°bald find no one Finally he indiced the dog to come out into the
yard, when the negro, who was hidlag under some palings, jumped up
and ran, goir.g down the opposite
side of the fence from Mr. Green.
Mr. Green fired one shot into the air
to scare the man, but says he could
easily have killed nim had he go desired. The negro was evidently bent
upon breaking into the house and
had already opened the lattice door.
*la Green says he could not recognOze the negro but that he was a full
grown man.
1

Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of tho
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant 'eller and never
fails to cure It allows you tc eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its"se many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stomach, relieving all distress after eating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
It

can't help
but do you good

Chicwoi
Prepared only by E. C. Dr WITT St Co..
The V. bottle cor t.skins 2% timesthe 50c,ay&

Bold by R. C Hardwick
Professional Cards

11/R. R. A. BRADLEY,
Graduated Veterinary
Surgeon and Dentist
Treats all diseases of domesticated animals scientifically and performs all operations known to the veterinary profession.
Office at Curtis Skerritt's Livery Stable,
N. depot,
East Ninth street, near L
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Health is Youth.

Milk Crust, Scalled Head,
...Totter, Ringworm
and Pimples
IV

COMPLETE TREATMENT,$1.00

DISEASE AND SICKNESS BRINGS
'OLD AGE.
Herbine, taken every morn ing before breakfast, will keep you in robust health, fir you to ward off disease
It cures constipation, biliousness
form of
ment..50e., Soap,25e. Depots London, 27 Charterhotums
dyspepsia, fever, skin, liver and kidSq.; Paris, 5 Rue de Is Pali; Boston, 127 Columbus Ave.
?otter Drug C Chem. Corp., Sole Proprietors.
ney complaint. It purifies the blood
air Bend for"How to Cure Every Humour."
and clears the complexioe. Mrs. D.
W. Smith Whitney, Texas, writes
Elected Vice President.
April 8, 1902:
' "I have used Herbine
and find it the best rr edicine for constipation and liver troubles. It does
Mr. Isaac Lipstine, formerly of
all you claim for it. I can highly re- this city and now a prominent mercommend it." 5ac a bottle. Sold by
chant of Atlanta,Ga., has been elect4ay & Fowler.
ed vice president of the Southern
Mutual Life Insurance association,
Christian Not Changed.
the headquarters of which are at Atlanta. Mr. Lipstine will close out his
The state board of equalization has
other business in order to devote his
taken final action as to the assess- entire time to advancing the interment made in the counties of Bal- ests of the association of which exlard, Carlisle, Crittenden and Chris- Gov. Caadler is president. Mr. Lipstine's success is very gratifying to
tian.
his friends here.
The raises made in the clunties
were as follows- Ballard, 3 per cent
The Best Family Salve.
on farm lands and 6 per cent on town
DeWitt's Witch Hazel gives instant
lets; Carlisle, nothing; Crttenden, 10 relief from Burns, cures cuts,bruises,
per cent on farm lands and 5 per sores, eczema, tetter and all abrasions of the skin. In buying Witch
cent on town Ipts; Christian nothing. Hazel Salve it is only necessary to
see that you get the genuineDeWitts
and a cure is certain. There are
many cheap counterfeits on the market. all of which are worthless and
quite a few are dangerous, while De
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve is perfectly harmless and cures. Sold by R.
L. L. Elgin Tells of This Remarka- C. Hardwick.

Hunter Wood,

Hunter Wood Jr

Hunter Wood (11),',Son
Attys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block upstairs
over Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY.
gilfrSpecial attention to cases in
bankruptcy.

ble Treatment That Cures Catarrh Without Stomach
Dosing.
"While all my customers who
have used Hyomei agree that it is
remarkably su3cessful in curing catarrh and other diseases of the air
passages," says Mr. Elgin,"yet there
has been considerable diversity of
opinion as to how the name is proounced."
"Hyomei is pronounced just as if
it were spelled •high-o-me,'with the
*scent on the first syllable."
!"A great many come to my store
and instead of asking for Hyoinei,
tell me they want a package of the
treatment for catarrh that I am selling under a guarantee."
; "While I know what they mean,
and all of my clerks will give them
ilyomei, yet I want every one to
know how to pronounce the name of
kyomei, so that they may run no
Chance of getting anything but Hyomei, no matter where they go.
"It is nature's true cure for catarrhal troubles. It kills the germ
Of this disease, soothes and heals the
irritated mucous membrane, and
effectually drives all catarrhal poisOhs from the system.
i "All the stomach dosing in the
,orld can („to no lasting good in the
tteatment of catarrh unless the ,lose
and throat are free from catarrhal
microbes.There is no stomach dosing
with Hyomei; just breathe it.
• "I have so much confidence in the
value of the treatment, that I am
selling it with the understanding
that I will return the money if it
fails to cure. All New Era readers
know that I will do exactly as I
agree."

Tennessee Central R R
n
TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday Marcii 20th
TRAIN NO. 9.
Passenger—Daily, Except
Lv. Hopkinsville
Ar. Clarksville
Ar. Ashland City
Ar. Nashville

Sunday.
6.00 a m
7-30 a in
.8:45 am
10:00 a m

TRAIN NO 11.
Mixed—Daily Except Sunday.
rt"
9.00 a m
. Hopkinsville
1 -30 p
Ar. Clarksville
3:30 p in
Ar. Ashland City
6:00 p in
Ar. Nashville.
TRAINS ARRIVE
daily except Sunday
Hopkinsville
At
3O0 p.
12—Mixed
No.
p.
.8:00
10—Passenger
No.
E. M. SHERWOOD
E. E. HINTON,
Agent.
Traffic Manager,
We promptly obtain

U.S. and Foreign

PATENTS
Send model,sketch or photo of invention for
freereport on patentability. For free book,
ancreTRADE-MAR
P
H:;:nTsSec

Sw

rlt

3 •

CASNOWct
9-'11 USITE U.S PATENT OFFICE
ISA SHINCTON.D.C.

Annual Address.
Prof. H. Clay Smith, of South
Kentucky college, will deliver the
annual address to the graduating
class of the Pembroke high school

Put bilioussess, headache, dyipepsia
on May 110.
-eDr.Thschee's Liver sad Blood Syrup.

Capt. Pool's Purchase.
Capt. R. S. Pool has purchased the
interest of William Sims in the hotel
property at Cerulean Springs. and'is
now sole owner. Capt. Pool spent
Thursday in the city. He expects the
coming season to be the best in the
history of Cerulean.

A Thoughtful Man.

IN TEN DAYS
Use

SATINOLA

Pretty Guthrie Cirl Has An
Exciting and Terrifying
Experience.

Miss

It Beautifies.
SATINOLA is a new discovery, guaranteed, and money rely.a funded if it fails to remove
-Freckles,Pimples,Black-heads,
Liver-spots, Tan, and all disdisfiguring
3olorations and
eruptions (except birthmarks?.
Ordinary cases in 10 days; the worse no matter of how long standing, in 16 to 20 days. After these defects are removed the skin will
be soft, healthy and beautiful. Ask druggist for it; price 50c.
Whiteville, Tenn., March 10, 1904.
National Toilet Co., Paris, Tenn.
Gentlemen—For years I was sorely afflicted with pimples and splotehes. I
tried doctors, specialists, blood and liver medicine, and dieted myself for weeks,
but the pimples got worse I then used one box, each of Satinola and Egyptian
Cream,just as directed, and now haven't a pimple on my face. I consider Settnola the greatest blessing that could come to a freckled and pimpled humid

Yours very truly, Mrs. L.T. Sullivan.

woman.

National Toilet Co., Paris, Tenn.
For Sale in Hopkinsville by

L. L. Elgin, Tbomas & Trahern and Cook & Higgins

Louisville and Nashville Railroad
TIME CARD.

Effective April 13th.

SOUTH.
NORTH.
6.18 p m
9 60 a in No 61 St Louis Express
No 62 St Louis Express
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail ...9:47 p in No 68 St Louis Fast Mail....6:40 a m
No 91 Chicago and New
No 92 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited
11:68 p le
Orleans Limited
5:40 a in
No 66 Hopkinsville Accom..8:46 pm No 66 Hopkinsville Accom..6:00 a in
Nos 62 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as Erin
and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 56 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 68 and 66 also connect
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through ta Chicago and will not carry pal s i:igers to points
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New O'leans. Connects st
Guthrie for points east and Weet.
finally
manJ. 2, HOOE. Agt
who with her was saved
aged to secure his pocketknife, open-

COMMISSIONER'S SALE.

ed it with his teeth and cut the girl's
hair off, thus lightening the burden
which she carried. Miss Newton is
Christian Circuit Court.
now at home, none the worse for her
Mercer's adm'r. et al vs. S. C.
C.
S.
exciting experience except for the
Mercer, Sr., et al.
loss of her luxuriant locks.
By virtue:of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian circuit court
Ballard's Horehound Syrup. rendered at its February term, 1904,
Immediately relieves hoarse, cz ou- in the above cause, I shall proceed to
py coughs, oppressed rattling, rasp- for sale at the court house door in
ing and difflult breathing. Henry C.
Stearns, druggist, Shullsburg, Wis., Hopkinsville, Ky., to the highest
writes May 20, 1901: "I have been end best bidder, at public auction,on
selling Ballard's Horehound Syrup Monday, May 2nd, 1904, between the
for two years and have never bad a hours of 11 am and 2 p m, on a credit
preparation that has given better of
six months, the following describsatisfaction. I notice that when I
sell a bottle they come back for ed property, towit: The store house
more. 11 can honestly recommend it. and lot of ground on the east side of
26c, 60c, $1. Sold by Ray & FowlEr.
Main street in the business portion
of the city of Hopkinsville, Ky., and
Mrs. Baker's Death.
being the most southernly part of
lot No. 2 in the division of the MarMrs. Kate Baker, an estimable la- tin block, and bounded as follows,
dy who resided near Gracey, died viz: Beginning at a point on the east
side of Main street N 242j E 22 feet
last uignt of heart failure, following
from the intersection of Main and
an operation to remove gall stones. Russellville streets, it being also the
She was sixty two years of age and N W corner of lot No 3 in said divileaves three sons, Messrs. Robert, sion; thence with a line of lot No 3
Bryant and Lawrence Baker. Funer- S 67% E 100 feet to a 10 foot alley;
thence with said alley 2*i feet to
al services were held this afternoon
a point on the W edge of said alley;
and the remains were interred in the thence N
W 100 feet to a point
Bryant burying ground.
on the E edge of Main street; thence
with said street S
W about 21a
A Dandy for Burns.
feet to the beginning; being the sam
Dr. Bergin, Pans, Ill., writes: "I property conveyed to decedent by
have used Ballard's Snow Liniment; Pritchett and Edwards. For the puralways recommended it to my friends chase price the purchases must exeas I am canfident there is no better
made. 'It is a dandy for burns.' cute bond with approved security,
Those who live on farms are especi- bearing legal rate of interest from
ally liable to many accidental cuts. day of sale and haying the force and
burns and bruises, which heal rapid- effect of a replevin bond.
•'
ly when Ballard's Snow Liniment is
DOUGLAS
BELL,
be
kept
applied. It should always
Master Commissioner t
in the house for cases of emergency" w152229
25c,60c, $1 bottle. Sold by Ray &
Fowler.

M. M. Austin, of Winchester, Ind.,
knew what to do in the hour of need.
His wife had such an unusual case of
stomach and liver trouble, physicians could not help her. He thought
e•
of aim tried Dr. King's New Life
New R. F. D. Route.
Pills and she got relief at once and
was:finally cured. Only 25c, at L. L.
Rural free delivery route No. 2 was
Elginai and Cook & Hwins' Drug
Stores.
established at Pembroite Friday ;distance covered, 21 miles; population
"Do It Today."
served, 600.
The time-worn injunction, "never
Makes a Clean Sweep.
put off 'til tomorrow what you can
do today," is now generally presentThere's nothing like doing a thing
ed in this form:"Do it today!" That thoroughly. Of all the Salves you
is the terse advice we want to give
you about that hacking cough or de- ever heard of, Bucklen's Arnica
triJralizing cold with which you have Salve is the best. It sweep 4 away
been struggling for several days, and cures Burns,Sores,Bruises, Cuts,
perhaps weeks. Take some reliable Boils, Ulcers, Skin Eruptions and
remedy for it today--and let that Piles. It's only 25c, and
guaranteed
remedy be Dr. Boschee's German to give satisfaction by L. L. Elgin
Syrup, which has been in use for and Cook & Higgins, Druggists.
over thirty-five years. A few doses
of it will undoubtedly relieve your
Notice to Creditors.
cough or cold, and its continued use
Christian Circuit court
for a few days will cure you completely. No matter how deep-seated
M. F. Weaver's Adm'r. vs Etta
your cough, even if dread consumpFaulkner
et al.—Notice.
tion has attacked your lungs, GerSyrup
will
surely
In
man
pursuance to an order entered
effect a cure—
as it has done before in thousandsof in the above styled cause, now pendapparently hopeless cases of lung
said court, the creditors of M
trouble. New trial bottles, 26; regu- ing in
Weaver,
F.
deceased, are hereby nolar size, 75c. At all druggists.
tified to file their claims with me,
properly proven, on or before May
AB •11 C!3E1.I A•
The
Mod
16,
You
Have
1904.
Douglas Bell,
Always
Bought
Bears the
4-16w4t
Master
Commissioner.
Signature
ef
041.11111PC1TLX.A.•
Thl hied Yst No Ala Bo*
Doses tbs

Iteic

OfteillieuteCoughOure
'sr osier%softsad Ono&

FrecKles and
Pimples Removed.

SAVED' LIFE OF A YOUNC
LADY.

Eunice Newton, the pretty
daughter of J. M. Newton, a prominent citizen of Guthrie, has just returned from the South where she has
been engaged for several months
The agonizing itching and burning teaching art. Miss Newton lately
of the skin, as in eczema; the frightful had a narrow escape from death,havscaling, as in psoriasis; the loss of hair
ing been one of the party which met
and crusting of the scalp, as in walled
head; the facial disfigurement, as in disaster recently in the Gulf of Mexpimples and ringworm; the awful suf- ico. She, in company - with six
fering of infants, and anxiety of worn- friends, went sailing on the gulf reout parents, as in milk crust, tetter and cently, and when their boat was
salt rheum—all demand a remedy of
shore a storm
almost superhuman virtues to success- some distance from
fully cope with them. That Cuticura came up and the craft was upset.
Soap, Ointment and Pills are such Five of the party were drowned.
stands proven beyond all doubt. No Miss Newton and a male companion
statement is made regarding them that
being the only ones that were saved.
Is not justified by the strongest evidence. The purity and sweetness, the They both managed to cling to the
power to afford immediate relief, the keel of the boat, and were in the wacertainty of speedy and permanent ter for nearly twenty hours before
cure, the absolute safety and great
help came and they were rescued.
economy have made them the standard
became so
skin cures and humour remedies of the Miss Newton's long hair
°iv ilized world.
heavy from being in the water for so
Complete treatment for every humour,
consisting of Cuticura Soap to cleanse long a time and she was so weak
the skin, Cuticura-Ointment to heal the from the exposure and exciting cirskin, and Cuticura Resolvent Pills to
cool and cleanse the blood may now be cumstances that her head was rehad for one dollar. A single set is often peatedly forced under the water,and
sufficient to cure the most torturing,
disfiguring, itching, burning and scaly it was with almost a superhuman efhumours, eczemas, rashes and irrita- fort that she managed to retain her
tions, from infancy to age, when all
hold upon the boat and keep her head
else fails.
Bola throughout the world. Cntleura Resolvent,50e.(ht above the waves. The gentleman
Chocolat* Coat•d Pills, 2ec. per vial of 8)), Gist,-

For Torturing, Disfiguring Humours,
From Pimples to Scrofula,
From Infanoy to Age.

J. W. SMITH 9 HOW TO PROVeterinary Surgeon.
NOUNCE HYOMEI!
At Layne & Difeseley's stable, 9th
Bt. Telephone SRO.

LOSS OF HER HAIR

'Pawn
at

Notice to Creditors.

CLEANSING
AND HEALING
CURB FOR

CATARRH

CATARRH
Is
ELY'S

Cream Balm

Easy and pleasant
to use. Contains no
Injurious drug.
It is quickly absorbed. Gives Relief at
once. It Opens and
Cleanses the Nasal
passages. Allays inflammation. Heals

_
COLD
IN HEAD

and protects the membrane. Restores the
Sense of Taste and Smell. Large size 50e
at druggists or by mail. Trial, size 10 cents
El Y BROTHERS
58 Warren St., New York

by mail.

SENT MEE
to housekeepers

Liebig COMPANY'S \.c. i
‘4
Extract of Beef
Cook Book
telling how to pre,are delicat
and delicious
fewv dishes.
Addres Liebig Co., P.0 Box 27 /

Don't
You
Want
To
Own
Your
Own
Home
??
Por

The South Kentucky Building dr
Loan Association
will help you on
easy monthly payments.

If you want to
save money and be
getting interest on
it all the time let
us . sell you kme
stock as an investeN
ment.
trticulars address

Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J E• McPherson, Sec.

Christian Circuit court.
Rosa Endsley's adm'r., vs. D. A.
Endsley et al. Notice
In pursuance 'o an o, der entered
PARKER'S
in the above sty led c,111 ,., now pendHAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
ing in said court, the creditors of
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Flie, to Restore Gray
Rosa Endsley, deceased, are hereby
Hair to it. Youthful Color.
Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.
notified to file their claims with me,
Kic,and $1.00 at
properly proven, on or before May
the 16th, 1904.
Douglas Bell, Master Commissioner.
CLOTIIES
w4t
Properly Cleaned Before Being

Notice to Creditors.

PRESSED

Christian Circuit court.
By PRACTICAL TAILORS Will
Mrs. P. K. Woosley's adm'r. &c.
Look and Wear Better Than Work
vs 011ie Woosley &c. Notice.
Done by Inexperienced People.
In pursuance to an order entered
Cleaned and
in the above styled cause, now pendPressed.
ing in said court, the creditors of
Cleaned and 01
Mrs. P. K. Woosley, deceased, are
Pressed.
hereby notified to file their claims
with me, properly proven, on or bePants Pressed
15c
fore May the 16th., 1904.
Douglas Bell, Master Commissioner. All clothes made up
Pressed
w4t

SUITS
PANTS

50c

FREE

.14-11-0411

N.J.Duncan

The Illinois Central will sell round
trip tickets to Frankfort, Ky., on
May 23rd and 24th, limited to May
Tailor.
26th, at one fare plus 26 cents,($7.08,)
account state meeting O. A. R.
West 7th . next to New Era Offloe
E. M. Bbetwoo,l, Agoat.
lielephone

N
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oath Of Gol
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A high class creation made of pure, strong, lustrous, natural :

•
siiii, in poplin weave, suggestive of "Woven Sunbeams
." This :
fabric is 36 inches wide and OUR PRICE IS $1.25
A YARD. !
Others sell it for $1..50 a yard. Call and see it.
•
•
++++++++++++++++++++.÷...........•
.
•\
d _...,.,.
/\

$1.25 a Yard

$1.25 a Yar •1

BUSY STORC
•
•
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PEOPLE AND

THINGS

CZAR REPRIMANDS

Wont Colum n

!

LUMBER.—See M. F. Winfree.
Phone 130-4.
dtf

Notice to Creditors..

Head in

notices in this column 5
cents a line, Six words to a line, For Winesap Apples, Seedless OrTOOK THE .3DAL.—A crowd of erence," Ellen Glasgow; "Peace and ;
Christian Circuit Court
anges, Messinan Lemons. Call on
tql.ell insertion.
young men were recently telling the Tices," Anna A. Rogers; "In the
Nelson
Hurt's
Adnfr
4=1.P. J. Breslin, No. 4, 6th St.
4
VS.
Bishop'
s
Carriag
Notice
e,"
Miriam
Michelyarns to see whiloh one would be de- I
HIS VICEROY FOR INCOM- RIGS.—At Evitt's stable, 4th St
Emmeline Stoker Co
son; "The Stolen Emperor," Mrs.'
Notice to Creditors.
Half day $1.00. Sunday excepted.
elated the champion liar of the meetIn pursuance to an order entered in
PETENCY.
Chrietian Circuit Court
Hugh Fraser.
Phone 353-2.
t&s tf
iug. One well 'known young man
the
above styled cause, now pending
Henry Usher
ing in said court, the creditors of
V8.
told this one:
:Ie said he visited 1
Notice
0. Spring, lovely Spring!
The ladies of Grace church will Josie Usher, Co.
Nelson Hurt, deceased, are hereby
Maysville once
d while there went!
Tra-la-la, let U3 sing.
give
a
dinner
In
;
Blame
Monday
pursuan
s
notified
,
May
ce
Depo
to
to file their claims with me,
2,
an
sed
in
order
the
Offic
entered
er
in
Get your gloves and overshoe.:
slut to view the later reservoir which i1
Flack
buildin
g
the
above
on
properl
Ninth
styled
y
street,
proven, on or before May
cause,
near
now
pending
Hear the frigid blasts that bellow
With Loss of the
2a located on the top of a very high
Main.
in
said
the
court,
Trough the windows and the flues.
16th.,
the
dtf
1904.
creditors of Rachel
Usher, deceased, are hereby notified Douglas Bell, Master
Where's your wraps and umbrella?
PetropovIsk.
hill. He said that in getting to the
Commissioner.
Ito file their claims with me, properHail Spring( 0, gentle Spring—
d4t
16-19-22
-26
top he was compelled to pull up by :
Gish tit Garner's Wild Goose Lin
ly proven, on or befere;May the 16th,
Why mention hail! It's a thing
meat
cures rheumatism and neural
she buckberry bushes as there was .
We'd rather not have falling
.1L.
9E1 CO rt.X AL•
11904.
gia—TOUCHES THE S P 0 T—a IDougla
In baseball and fishing season
Kinii You liars Always Night
(Cablegram.
no beaten path. When he finally ;
Bean
the
s Bell, Master Commissioner.
With "The Wild" and atamond calling
druggists.
deoclikw
Bigiutnr•
BERLIN, April 21.—The Morgen
arrived at the top he saw several .
d4t16-19-22-26
It is really out ot reason!
of
Post
learns
the Czar has telegraphed
small boys who had caught a full .
Viceroy Alexieff complaing of the
grown rabbit which they turned loose' THAT'S
ALL.—In the weather buinefficiency of the Port Arthur fleet,
down the hill and caught it five or reau's
forecast there were only two
six times before they finally reached mistake
s yesterday. It said the
the bottom.
weather would be fair and warmer
- _

AT CADIZ:-01* lady rushing 14)
the depot with hat awry and flushed
lace addressing one she trainmen—
"Young man, can I take this train to
Gracey?"
"Well, Madarn,II only wish you
would. This etiOue
„0/010
4the task."

today.
HE Dip.—"I hope my boy," said
the affectionate mother "that Prof.
Taylor path you on the back nearly
every day at school."

"Yes," said truthful James, "he
haidly equal does; but sometimes
it is too low
down to be very comfortable."

emposestmes•••••••sessoo•
S
.
•
41
•

/
ONLY BLUFFIN4.—A

Lew

poker

story is going the rounds. An Irish n Dutchinain and a Hebrew
were playing the national game. It
was Mr. Isaac's deal arid he took a
long time at it. *hey were playiug
table stakes, and When the deal was
finished the IrialsOnau discovered he
had four quietus.' The Dutchman
picked up his hallo arid was jarred a
Wile by discovering four kings. Mr.
hailed' hand contained four aces
among the five cards.

The Irishman finally called and

- •••••••=..---

LIKE FLINCH PLAYEES.—"I wonder" said one little girl laet night at
the Ham ineetitig. "why the ushers always prigs around tinEn collection baskets before the sermon."
"1 'spect," replied her friend, "its
because folks will give more before
the preacher says something to make
them mad."
WANTED TO KNow—A young man
of this city who prides hinirelf on

his financied knowledge recenlly
said to the Dutchina.i: "What have
vipilLed New York. While there he
VICIICROT ALEXISIX77.
you?"
was siona II over the city arid his and reprimanding him for incompeThe Dutchman said:' Four kiags."
guide filially atitii.itticed, -This is tency. In naval circles, it tis assertBang! The Irishman's fist hit the
%Vali streec." The ounginal, looked ed that the lose of the Petropovlovsk
Dutchman and he went down and
up and down tor it few secobeis and is inex
unless it was due to
took the count.
then ithiti-d, ••We;l, where is Brad criminal n.-glicrenea.
ii:tat'n the Irishman said t i Mr. I.-itreet."
"What have you?"
FOR S L K—Rose Combed Brown
"Notting," said Air. Isaacs as he
L-4g•horn and Barrvd Plymouth Rock
TRUNK NOT N s:siyEin —Judge :Bel
threw down his haiud. "I Vzs8 only
eggs iu cents Netting.
!
o•os at the L. & N. stat;itti a titi:.• ..r
neowlw
Chas. H isgen.
pluillog."
CAo
ago to s•-•1 WLecher the tiedi
canoe in properly and overt- eard two
HE KNEW.— Representative J.
little negro boys conversing.
Atilam Bede, the Minnesota wit, says
"I'se gwine to Clarksville," silt I
ont of the funniestiincidents he
the first.
k w of in the District of Columbi
evru a
Will Be Seen H ere Next
.,Dasso?" said the second.
was about a negro Servant
"Yep, I'se got a trunk to take wiv
It hapMonday.
pened before he was a member of me, too."
"A trunk? What am a trunk for?"
Announcement of animal performcongress, while a resident years ago
!
"Why, to tote yuh elo's iii"
aoce of Gentry Bros'. famous shows
of Anaeostia.
"An' go naked?"
Is already the talk of the city.
"We had a servant in our family,"
:
A POSER.—Little Tommy is at the Promptly at 10 o'clock on the mornsaid he,"who earky one week applied to get off the !following Satur- age when he wants to know the why ing of the exhibition the street i
day. She wanted 6 attend a furrier- and wherefores on every subject.
grounds.;
At pagent will leave the
al.
his house his grandfather always Many new chariots never before seen I
"Is the party dead yet?' she was
says grace at each meal and all the here have been added since the Genasked.
!
children have been taught to rever- try's last annual exhibit. One hun"'Oh, no, cantle the stolid reply.
—Well, how do yeti know the fu- ently bow their heads while the dred imported canines, dressed in.
neral will be Saturday?'
prayer is being said. Recently, the richest and costliest fabrics
'."Coz,' replied this far-seeing serTommy raised his head after the known to the costumer's art, have
vant,'he's done goin' ter be hanged
amen
had been uttered, and said: been added to this season's attracon Friday."
.
"Grandpa, when you say the bless- tions. Performances start at 2:30 and
----4.8 p. m. Doors open one hour earlier.
BEST SELLING Books.—The six best ing what makes you look down at
liopkinsville, April 25.
selling books in New York this week the Bad Man; why don't you look
were taken in the fitllowing order:
LOST.—On 6th street or Virginia a
up at God?" This was a poser and
`Sir Mortimer," Mary Johr ston;
$20
bill. This money was lost by a
has not been answered satisfactorily
arm,"
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook
child of Mrs. Cluck and if the finder
yet.
Kate Douglas Wigikin; `"fht, Deny.
will retutn to this office he will be
rewarded.
d2t.
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h 75 Cents
••
A few hundred yards splendid quality
• printed
Foulard silks in numerous neat,
pretty, new patterns—excellent quality=-•
41
o small designs. Just the thing for shirt
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• waist suits for summer.
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